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Dynamic Linking and OS/2
4 TIMES FASTER THAN TODAY'S FASTEST ASSEMBLER!

That's right. 4 times faster.

Clocking in at over 75,000 lines per minute on a 6MHz IBM AT, OPTASM is four times faster than Microsoft's MASM 5.0. 4 times faster — that's 400% more throughput!

But speed is only one part of it. OPTASM is nearly 100% compatible with MASM 5.0 (except 386 support). It is the only single assembler capable of supporting the various incompatibilities between MASM 3, 4 & 5. That makes OPTASM more MASM compatible than any single version of MASM!

Other features? OPTASM generates smaller code without ever generating extra NOP's. It automatically handles jumps out of range, up to 15,000 symbols and most of MASM's phase errors. It also boasts a built in MAKE and simplifies segmentation.

That's why we can make our OPTASM challenge: Test OPTASM head to head against MICROSOFT MASM 5.0. Order both assemblers with their 30-day guarantees. In a lot less than 30 days, you'll see just how dazzling OPTASM's speed really is. You'll realize that we're compatible, easier to use, and deliver many more important features than MASM. So accept our challenge. Try both assemblers. Four times faster and more features, too. We know which one you'll send back.

Write or call us to order or for our detailed brochure.

OPTASM: $195 Guaranteed returnable within 30 days.

1622 N. Main Street
Butler, PA 16001
412-282-0864
BBS 412-282-2799
Telex 559215
800-833-3061

WHAT DO PROGRAMMERS SAY ABOUT OPTASM?

"OPTASM just blows MASM away... reduces my assemble time for Periscope from 3-plus minutes to less than 45 seconds."

Brett Salter, President, The Periscope Company

"OPTASM has been absolutely solid. For me, the most useful new product in 1987."

Chris Dunford, Columbia, MD
If you program in C, take a few moments to learn how Windows for Data can help you build a state-of-the-art user interface.

- Create and manage menus, data-entry forms, context-sensitive help, and text displays — all within windows.
- Develop window-based OS/2 programs right now, without the headaches of learning OS/2 screen management. Run the same source code in PCDOS and OS/2 protected mode.
- Build a better front end for any DBMS that has a C-language interface (most popular ones do).

FROM END TO BEGINNING

Windows for Data begins where other screen packages end, with special features like nested pop-up forms and menus, field entry from lists of choices, scrollable regions for the entry of variable numbers of line items, and an exclusive built-in debugging system.

NO WALLS

If you've been frustrated by the limitations of other screen utilities, don't be discouraged. You won't run into walls with Windows for Data. Our customers repeatedly tell us how they've used our system in ways we never imagined — but which we anticipated by designing Windows for Data for unprecedented adaptability. You will be amazed at what you can do with Windows for Data.

YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CHARGE

Control functions that you write and attach to fields and/or keys can read, compare, validate, and change the data values in all fields of the form. Upon entry or exit from any field, control functions can call up subsidiary forms and menus, change the active field, exit or abort the form, perform almost any task you can imagine.

OUR WINDOWS WILL OPEN DOORS

Our windows will open doors to new markets for your software. High-performance, source-code-compatible versions of Windows for Data are now available for PCDOS, OS/2, XENIX, UNIX, and VMS. PCDOS versions are fully compatible with Microsoft Windows. No royalties.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

You owe it to yourself and your programs to try Windows for Data. If not satisfied, you can return it for a full refund.

Prices: PCDOS $295, Source $295. OS/2 $495. XENIX $795. UNIX, VMS, please call.

Call: (802) 848-7731 ext. 33
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCOSOFT
FAX 802-848-3502

Vermont Creative Software
21 Elm Ave.
Richford,
VT 05476

Call Advertiser Directly
Finally, there's an SQL that gets back to BASIC. And COBOL. And C. And Pascal.

As a programmer, you've probably already faced it—the database dilemma. Do you use an SQL for easy database handling, or a true programming language for maximum power and flexibility?

Now you can do both with XQL, the relational data management system from the developers of Btrieve. The Programmer's SQL. With XQL, you can access your data with the ease of Structured Query Language through simple subroutine calls from traditional programming languages. XQL supports standard SQL syntax, including subqueries, unions and security groups.

XQL Relational Primitive Operations. In addition, XQL lets you bypass the SQL level and perform highly efficient, relational primitive operations directly. You get all the functionality of a relational database model without the constraints of a 4th generation language.

Building on Btrieve. The heart of Novell's family of data management tools is Btrieve. By letting you access multiple records at a time, XQL adds a powerful dimension to Btrieve. XQL incorporates sophisticated data manipulation features which allow you to access data by field name, move forward or backwards through the database, compute fields from other fields or constants, and even work with composite records built from multiple, joined Btrieve files.

Like Btrieve, XQL offers features like multi-user support, fault tolerance, comprehensive documentation, and expert technical support. And you never pay royalties on your XQL applications.

Solve the database dilemma with XQL, the SQL that speaks your language. Only $795. See your Authorized Novell Gold Reseller, or call us at (512) 346-8380.

For more information, call from your modem 1-800-444-4472 (8 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit) and enter the access code NVXQL13.

For software solutions, you should be seeing red.
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Making DOS Multiuser
Although DOS was originally created as a single-user, single-tasking operating environment, running DOS applications under UNIX opens up new multiprocessor, multitasking possibilities. In this article, the authors explore these possibilities, and examine new products that bring single-user multitasking to DOS applications in multiuser environments.
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Memory Management and EMS
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From the Editor’s Desk

Is IBM Slipping From Its Leadership Role?

For many years, IBM has driven the computer marketplace and determined its future. That now appears to be a thing of the past. It is now the software developers who are setting the pace.

For some time now, IBM has been retrenching and software suppliers like Microsoft and Borland have significantly increased their leadership roles in the industry. The thing that really brought this fact home to me was last year when IBM closed up its User Support Group (USG) based in Boca Raton, Florida. This group provided support to PC user groups and also directly to PC users.

The USG provided a variety of support services to PC user groups, including a newsletter, an electronic bulletin board, and a speakers’ bureau. The newsletter, Update, was sent to several hundred PC user group officers to inform them about other PC user groups’ activities, USG services, and special events. The electronic bulletin board had a message base, special-interest groups, a public domain software file base, and machine-readable copies of many PC user group newsletters. Programmers, integrators, and technically oriented users heavily rely on user groups and bulletin board systems for support. IBM’s recognition of this fact, and their support of these services, contributed much to the success of the PC and PC-DOS.

IBM’s USG also published a monthly PC users’ magazine that was distributed, free-of-charge, via PC user groups. This magazine, which typically ran about 50 pages an issue, contained reprints of worthwhile articles from many PC user group newsletters and technical articles from IBMers in the Entry Systems division. It was a very worthwhile publication. The USG also maintained an electronic bulletin board system that could be accessed by any PC user via an 800 number.

Although, IBM closed down the PC-USG operation in Boca Raton early last year, the IBM PC-USG still exists, but in name only. It no longer offers any of the services it used to offer. Instead, it now just sends out an occasional new products announcement.

Meanwhile, software vendors like Lotus, Microsoft, and Borland have stepped up their PC user group support activities. All of them provide speakers and other services to local user groups. Microsoft, for example, has a PC user group officers to its facilities in Redmond, Washington, last year for a two-day presentation of new products and meetings with key software development and marketing people, including Bill Gates. Lotus has run special meetings for club officers at several locations across the country and shipped 1-2-3 support software utilities and applications for PC user groups to give to their club members. And many of these companies have started magazines for their users. Most also offer support via telephone and bulletin board systems such as CompuServe, and some have set up regional support offices.

These companies deserve a pat on their backs for their recognition of the valuable role user groups play in the microcomputer industry, and for their support of them. They are also to be complimented for their efforts to provide support for individual users. IBM still provides support to its larger corporate accounts, the accounts to whom it sells direct, but the individual IBM user is now out in the cold. As for IBM’s leadership position in the industry... What can one say? It is now a thing of the past.
386-DOS™, a Concurrent™-based operating system from Concurrent Controls, Inc. is a reliable, high-performance multiuser DOS solution for 80386-based microcomputers that combines power and flexibility with PC-DOS and Concurrent compatibility.

**80386 POWER**
- Supports up to 16 MB of RAM.
- Have 1-19 users, additional printers/devices.
- Run PC-DOS programs on dumb terminals.
- Multiuser system is protected against individual user's program errors/crashes.
- Use intelligent I/O boards to handle all I/O operations for increased performance.
- Supports large hard disks up to 512 MB, multiple DOS partitions up to 512 MB.

**FLEXIBILITY**
- Use your choice of serial port board.
- User configurable IRQ lines, polled or interrupt driven, and port buffer sizes.
- Use MS-Net versions of PC-DOS programs.
- Supports PC-DOS record/file locking.
- Add users, connect CPUs at any time.

**SUPPORT**
- Prompt, professional phone support.
- Dealer, system Integrator & programmer support provided by specialists in each area.

**EASE OF USE**
- Familiar PC-DOS interface and commands.
- Menu driven installation and maintenance.
- Single screen CONFIG sets all serial port parameters and checks for accuracy.
- Use cost-efficient dumb terminals for users - avoid cost & complication of networks.

386-DOS™ allows you to provide a multiuser DOS solution at a fraction of the costs and complications of a PC network. 386-DOS™ has been tested with a wide range of applications based on Clipper, Foxbase, DBase III, and is also compatible with older Concurrent applications. With 386-DOS your installations can grow from a multitasking, single-user station to a large multiuser installation on the same operating system — reducing learning curves, training time, and total system costs.

Concurrent is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. 386-DOS is a trademark of Concurrent Controls, Inc., other names used here may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies.

**CONCURRENT CONTROLS, INC.(415)648-2174**
3770 24th Street, Suite 206, San Francisco, CA 94114  FAX (415)648-0340
Dealer, distributor and OEM inquiries welcomed
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**News & Views**

by Sol Libes

**Random Gossip & Rumors**

**Intel** is rumored to have early silicon samples of its 80486 chip up and running soon, and expects to ship samples to key customers late this year. Limited production may begin late next year. That's just about the right time since the 386 will at that time be about four years old and starting to show its age.

Intel is expected to shortly release two new versions of its 386 motherboard, both of which offer substantially improved performance. Many PC-compatible builders use the Intel motherboard, which has an AT form factor, in their 386-based systems. One version will sport a 25-MHz processor and 64-KB cache, the other will use a 20-MHz chip and 16-KB cache. Both will contain two 32-bit slots as well as five 16-bit and one 8-bit slot, and each will be capable of having as much as 8 MB of RAM on the board (using 1 MB chips). Intel is boasting that the new boards will offer twice the performance of its current board.

"Street prices" for IBM PS/2 models are now down to 35-40 percent off list. These steep discounts reflect recent increases of IBM dealer quotas and dealers' need not to let inventory build up.

**OS/2 Update**

There are rumors that IBM will again push back the delivery date for OS/2 Version 1.1 containing the Presentation Manager. When OS/2 was originally announced in April of last year, IBM promised to ship it coming August. When IBM released Version 1.0 in December, it pushed back the date to October. Alpha copies were shipped to a few select OEMs in February and as yet there is no word on when software developers copies will be shipped. If Version 1.1 follows the same cycle as Version 1.0, don't look for it until the end of the year at the earliest.

The Extended Edition of OS/2, which will be an IBM proprietary product, is promised for November delivery. Rumors are that it will be furnished on 16, 1.4-MB, 3½-inch floppies—that's over 23 MB of object code, making it even larger than any of the versions of UNIX for the PC (which is multiser) as well as multitasking, and includes all sorts of developers' tools.

At a recent seminar, Microsoft CEO Bill Gates predicted that by 1989, 15 percent of "new" PCs would be running OS/2, and that number would grow to 50 percent by 1991. However, some software developers are questioning whether OS/2 isn't half an operating system.

Early reports from systems integrators indicate that many are attempting to install IBM's version of OS/2 on AT-compatibles, with a high degree of success on 286-based machines. 80386-based systems with "enhanced BIOS" ROMs are proving more difficult, however.

Some OS/2 software applications have reportedly run into problems running on different implementations of OS/2. The problem appears to be related to the different peripheral drivers and memory configurations being used.

**Microsoft** shipped its OS/2 Software Development Toolkit to OEMs and software developers in early March, about three months behind schedule. Despite Microsoft's promise that a beta version of the LAN Manager would be included with the package, it was not there. Microsoft claimed that it was adding some development tools and would release the Toolkit in July. However, based on Microsoft's track record, I would not look for it until the fall.

**DOS Rumors**

Despite denials to the contrary, look for IBM to release PC-DOS Version 4.0 in the near future. It is expected to be introduced as the primary operating system for its new laptop computers (see "News & Views," *MicroSystems*, April 1988) and also be made available for desktop systems.

New enhancements should include a user-friendly shell with pull-down menus that supports a mouse input, built-in support for IBM's proprietary XMA extended memory specification, larger hard-disk partitions, and higher resolution displays. Microsoft will no doubt follow that with similar upgrades to MS-DOS. Actually some of these features have already appeared in DOS versions from Compaq and Zenith.

There is also word that Microsoft is trying to negotiate an MS-DOS license with the Soviet Union. However, it has encountered two problems: First, the USSR does not have copyright protection for software. Second, the Soviets already have developed their own DOS-compatible operating system.

**MCA Features Where Are You?**

The Multi-Master Architecture (MMA) of the PS/2 MicroChannel Architecture (MCA) was touted by IBM as the circuitry that would do the most to enhancing system performance. The MMA would enable master (as opposed to the slave-type currently in use) plug-in cards to operate on the MCA bus. A prioritized arbitration scheme would let intelligent board masters take over the channel and directly access other boards or memory without going through the main processor, resulting in faster throughput.

It is interesting to note that 12 months have passed since IBM's introduction of this architecture, and as yet we have not seen a single plug-in board product that uses the MMA technology. Even IBM, the designer of the MMA, has yet to introduce a product that utilizes the MMA.

Another interesting item is that the old S-100 bus standard had an MMA that could arbitrate among as many as 16 bus masters—the point being that MMA is not new (it has also been implemented on the Intel Multibus). In fact, the S-100 bus standard written almost 10 years ago includes a suggested circuit for the MMA arbitration.* Yet, I do not know of any manufacturer that designed and marketed an S-100 board using the MMA architecture.

The PS/2 Model 50 contains four MCA slots, of which three are available for MMA operation. The Models 60 and 80 contain eight MCA slots, with seven available for MMA operation. And, although the Model 80 uses a 32-bit processor (80386), it provides only a 16-bit-wide data path on the MCA for MMA operation.

There is speculation that there are problems with IBM's implementation of the MMA. Further, the software to manage bus control transfers is difficult to write. And some contend that it is easier to put a complete processor system on a board that operates independently of the MCA bus.

In the meantime, several 286/386 system manufacturers are demonstrating that their systems can provide greater throughput than the IBM MCA-based systems using enhanced versions of the old AT bus.

---

* Interfacing to S-100/IEEE-696 Microcomputers by Sol Libes and Mark Garetz contains a 20-page chapter on the subject of Multi-Master Architecture operation, including details about the needed circuits for managing MMA operation. The book has been recently revised and reissued by M & T Publishing.
SHATTER THE PERFORMANCE BARRIER

PLUG 386 POWER INTO YOUR S100

Announcing the M1386S, the 80386 satellite board for your S100. Drop one into your system and watch it take off. Or add several and prepare for a performance explosion.

It’s packed with a full megabyte of 32 bit wide, dual ported, 100 ns, 4-way interleaved dynamic RAM, a 16 MHz 80386 processor, and an optional 80387 math coprocessor.

The powerful M1386S software, compatible with Concurrent DOS, provides a comprehensive and well-honed interface to your system.

Run more programs and more users faster than ever before. A must for the multi-user system. A boon to the single user.

The M1386S. Another first from Macrotech. For more information contact Macrotech International Corporation, 21018 Osborne, Bldg. 5, Canoga Park, CA 91304.

FAX 818-700-1982 • TELEX 910-997-0653
818-700-1501 • 800-824-3181

Concurrent DOS is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
DESQview API Reference Manual

This is the primary source of information about the DESQview API. It contains all you need to know to write assembly language programs that take full advantage of DESQview's capabilities. The Reference manual comes with an include file containing symbols and macros to aid you in development. AVAILABLE NOW!

DESQview API C Library

The DESQview API C Library provides C Language interfaces for the entire set of API functions. It supports the Lattice C, Metaware C, Microsoft C, and Turbo C compilers for all memory models. Included with the C Library package is a copy of the API Reference Manual and source code for the library. AVAILABLE NOW!

DESQview API Debugger

The DESQview API Debugger is an interactive tool that enables the API programmer to trace and single step through API calls from several concurrently running DESQview-specific programs. Trace information is reported symbolically along with the program counter, registers, and stack at the time of the call. Trace conditions can be specified so that only those calls of interest are reported. AVAILABLE JUNE 88

© DESQview Quarterdeck
Introducing DESQview 2.0 API Tools

Bringing new power to DOS

DESQview API Panel Designer

The DESQview API Panel Designer is an interactive tool to aid you in designing windows, menus, help screens, error messages, and forms. It includes an editor that lets you construct an image of your panel using simple commands to enter, edit, copy, and move text as well as draw lines and boxes. You can then define the characteristics of the window that will contain the panel, such as its position, size, and title. Finally, you can specify the locations and types of fields in the panel.

The Panel Designer automatically generates all the DESQview API data streams necessary to display and take input from your panel. These data streams may be grouped together into panel libraries and stored on disk or as part of your program. AVAILABLE JUNE 88

DESQview API Pulldown Menu Manager

The DESQview API Pulldown Menu Manager is an interactive tool to aid you in designing pulldown menus. This DESQview API tool assists you in giving your DOS program an OS/2-like look and feel. AVAILABLE JULY 88

Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9851

MS-DOS and IBM PC-DOS are both trademarks of Microsoft Corporation and IBM Corporation respectively.
Now the Lattice C Compiler takes you where it’s never gone before. With Version 3.3, it works on two operating systems: MS-DOS and OS/2!

You may now use Version 3.3 on an MS-DOS system to create programs that run under OS/2 protected mode. Or vice versa. A simple “switch” has been put into the compiler to let you generate code for either system or both.

New improved standards…

Version 3.3 is fully compliant with the latest ANSI C standards. It also has improved embedded system support, enhancements to the standard libraries and a host of other compiler advances too numerous to compile.

At a new improved price and value!
The suggested retail for Lattice C Version 3.3 is only $450. And 3.3 also includes “family” versions of the Lattice Screen Editor (LSE) and the Lattice C-SPRITE™ symbolic debugger, compatible with both MS-DOS and OS/2 systems, at no charge.

C for yourself why Lattice is the professional programmer’s choice for serious MS-DOS and OS/2 programming.
Security Exposure in DOS 2.x
To the Editor:
There is a security exposure in PC-DOS 2.x versions of FORMAT. By simply formatting a diskette, you could be giving away up to 490 bytes of sensitive information. The problem is that on double-sided diskettes, DOS only uses 22 bytes in the second sector of the File Allocation Table (FAT). The remaining 490 bytes contain whatever was previously in RAM. I discovered the ASCII records from my accounting file on one such freshly formatted diskette. This was information I would rather not see handed around on my diskettes.

However, you have to resort to some fairly exotic methods to look at these sectors. Remember that we are not dealing with a “file,” but rather sectors in the control area reserved by DOS. To explore what you are giving away on that diskette, enter the following DEBUG commands:

```
L100 0 2 1 for Drive A, Logical Sector 2, 1 sector
D100 look at the sector
```

This will load the second sector of the FAT and display it. What you see may be part of a program or some data from a previous use of the computer disk.

As a simplification, if the text shown on the right side of the screen is not intelligible, i.e., random-looking characters, then you are probably safe(?) since it would take a software expert to decipher the data. If it was a Lotus worksheet, I could tell you the cell numbers and their contents.

Note that DOS Version 3.0 to 3.3 clears the FAT sectors completely. A diskette “fresh out of the box” or one subjected to WIPEDISK has the same opportunity of receiving your sensitive data during a FORMAT process. One secure answer is to reboot the computer. An easier approach is to run CHKDSK to fill the memory with FAT sectors from your fixed disk (if you have one). This will guarantee that what you are giving away is not your own data.

It's a little late in the life cycle of DOS 2.x to be worried about those 490 bytes on your diskettes, but there are a lot of DOS 2.1 systems out there. Take a look; it might be frightening.

Grey Staples, CDP, CCP
Information Repair Service, Inc.
Scottsdale, Ariz.

In Search of Meaningful Benchmarks
Dear Editor:
A.G.W. Cameron's column, “The Scientific Computer User,” is a useful source of information (and rumors) not available elsewhere, and is must reading. I regretted the lack of recognizable benchmarks on real problems in your previous columns, so I don't mean to criticize your attempts to include them (see “Number-Crunching Coprocessor Boards,” Micro/Systems, February 1988, and “Mini-supercomputers on the Desktop,” Micro/Systems, March 1988). I find the numbers quoted confusing after my extensive experience with Sun and Multiflow computers using the Weitek 1164/6 and 2264/5 chips.

The Sun 3 workstations can easily exceed the quoted Linpack performance on real problems; the Linpack problem itself is solved at 0.8 mflops single and 0.63 mflops double with improved accuracy using the Crout scaled partial pivoting algorithm on the Sun 3/260 or 3/280. There is a loss in accuracy going from the 6881 coprocessor to the 1164/5, typically losing 2 bits of single precision. If care is not taken to prevent the Sun compiler from converting expressions like x/y to x(1/y) (as all Cray compilers do), another 2 bits of precision may be lost on the 1664/5, which are relatively slow in division and extremely slow on SQRT. The single most-needed improvement in the Weitek chips would be on a SQRT that would have full accuracy and reasonable speed.

The reason for improved accuracy of typical computations on the 68881 is, of course, the higher precision used for register variables, which are selected only if the -P or -O options are specified for FORTRAN. The variables are declared “register” in C. Double-precision calculations without register variables are less accurate on the 68881 in some cases, presumably because of the double rounding, first to 64- and then to 53-bit precision.

On the other hand, the mini-supercomputers seem to be designed to produce better performance on Linpacks without regard to accuracy. I wonder whether the Sun 4 is really so much faster than the Sun 3, as the Linpack claims. The fastest credible Linpack compiled from FORTRAN that I know of for a single WL2264/5 chip set are obtained on Multiflow, which is rated at 6 mflops double, at the expense of accuracy. Normal “vectorizable” programs run 3 to 4 mflops on the Multiflow, which is not bad considering that many scalar computers do not approach Linpack speed on such code. This speed can be sustained during evaluation of transcendental functions; however, the rating is somewhat spurious as almost twice as many multiplications are used when pipelining power series evaluations, as would be required on a scalar computer.

I went through your discussion of mini-supercomputers in the hope that some way would be offered to improve benchmark claims, not to deny that Linpack is one of the best widely accepted benchmarks. I have difficulty believing claims of 10 to 13 mflops double-precision on current technology Weitek chips, although it may be possible with hand coding in assembler.

With the probability that 86386/7 machines will fail to PC prices when the scarcity factor is overcome, I am sure I am not alone in wondering when, and in which direction to take a plunge. Sun workstations appear to have sufficiently better graphics and integrated software to justify the somewhat higher price (more than "somewhat" for Weiteks), but the individual worker can hardly expect support on bug fixes when Sun won't provide support for installations of three dozen workstations with full maintenance contracts.

Dr. Timothy C. Prince
Birmingham, Mich.

February Correction
The computer industry moves so fast that we often can't keep up with it. We inadvertently listed the old address for Meridian Technologies, manufacturer of Carbon Copy, in the February "LANscape" column. The company's new address is:

Meridian Technology
7 Corporate Park, Ste. 100
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-1199

We welcome your letters with any comments about articles you have read or would like to read in Micro/Systems. Please address your comments to Micro/Systems Journal, 501 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063. Letters to the editor will not be published if they do not include a name and address. All letters become the property of Micro/Systems Journal.

Note that DOS Version 3.0 to 3.3 clears the FAT sectors completely. A diskette “fresh out of the box” or one subjected to WIPEDISK has the same opportunity of receiving your sensitive data during a FORMAT process. One secure answer is to reboot the computer. An easier approach is to run CHKDSK to fill the memory with FAT sectors from your fixed disk (if you have one). This will guarantee that what you are giving away is not your own data.

It's a little late in the life cycle of DOS 2.x to be worried about those 490 bytes on your diskettes, but there are a lot of DOS 2.1 systems out there. Take a look; it might be frightening.

Grey Staples, CDP, CCP
Information Repair Service, Inc.
Scottsdale, Ariz.
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I went through your discussion of mini-supercomputers in the hope that some way would be offered to improve benchmark claims, not to deny that Linpack is one of the best widely accepted benchmarks. I have difficulty believing claims of 10 to 13 mflops double-precision on current technology Weitek chips, although it may be possible with hand coding in assembler.

With the probability that 86386/7 machines will fail to PC prices when the scarcity factor is overcome, I am sure I am not alone in wondering when, and in which direction to take a plunge. Sun workstations appear to have sufficiently better graphics and integrated software to justify the somewhat higher price (more than "somewhat" for Weiteks), but the individual worker can hardly expect support on bug fixes when Sun won’t provide support for installations of three dozen workstations with full maintenance contracts.

Dr. Timothy C. Prince
Birmingham, Mich.

February Correction
The computer industry moves so fast that we often can’t keep up with it. We inadvertently listed the old address for Meridian Technologies, manufacturer of Carbon Copy, in the February "LANscape" column. The company’s new address is:

Meridian Technology
7 Corporate Park, Ste. 100
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-1199
More on the International Obfuscated C Code Contest

Last month, I presented the winners of the 1987 International Obfuscated C Code Contest (IOCCC). In the past, a lot of people have asked me to explain some of the programs, or at least say what they do. While they make pretty wall-hangings, photographs of them are simply not acceptable to computers. Surprisingly, most of them have useful functions.

This month's column presents descriptions of what each winning program does, and explains some of the simpler ones (read, the ones I understand). Unfortunately, there is not enough space to run both this column and all the programs, so please fetch last month's Micro/Systems so that you can see the programs.

First, we will warm up with the simplest and shortest program. In the category of the “Best One Liner” was David Korn of AT&T Bell Labs, Murray Hill, New Jersey, with this winning entry:

```
main() { printf("%six", unix); }
```

First, we must read the judge's remarks: “Compile on a UNIX system, or at least using a C implementation that makes it.” This cryptic remark refers to the use of the symbol `unix`. This symbol is commonly defined to be 1 on UNIX systems. Even if you don't program on UNIX systems, you should be familiar with the common preprocessor macros, because many people take UNIX source and compile them on non-UNIX machines without change.

```
main() { printf("%six", Unix); }
```

Subscripting is defined in terms of pointer arithmetic. In particular, `1["have"]` is equivalent to `*(1 + "have"). Performing a similar substitution on the other substitution, we have:

```
main() { printf("%six", 1 + "have") } ;
```

Remove the constant 1 from both expressions.

```
main() { printf("%six", *("ave") + "" ) ;
```

Remove the & and the unnecessary parentheses.

```
main() { printf("%six", *("ave") + "fun") ;
```

Execution of `*("ave")` returns the character 'a'.

```
main() { printf("%six", "a" + "fun") ;
```

'a' has the value of 0x61.

```
main() { printf("%six", 0x61 + "fun") ;
```

Remove the constants 0x61 and 0x60.

```
main() { printf("%six", 1 + "fun") ;
```

Rewrite `1 + "fun"` as "un".

```
main() { printf("%six", "un") ;
```

Substitute "un" as the string to be formatted in the printf() function.

```
main() { printf("%s", "un") ;
```

Next, consider the obvious things about the UNIX “fold” program. It takes one argument that is the maximum length of the output line. The standard input is then read and “folded” so that lines will not run over the given line length.

This program has sufficient knowledge of how to preprocess and scan C programs so that it can “fold” them without breaking up tokens, literals, or anything else. Comments are recognized and removed.

What this program does is useful, but probably only to the IOCCC judges since it is sensitive to C programs and most people don't write lines greater than 80 characters.

In the category of “Most Useful Obfuscation,” the winner was Larry Wall of Unisys—System Development Group of Santa Monica, California. A quick glance at this program told me it was going to have something to do with Roman numerals. I had a little trouble compiling it because my compiler insisted that `c = em + 1 + I` was syntactically incorrect. It apparently was treating the `+` as a token, `+` was the original syntax for the `+=` operator, and it appears as though the scanner still recognizes the token, if only to say that it is a syntax error. I solved the problem by putting in some white space between the two characters.

Following the judge's comments, I figured out what it was supposed to do. Namely, it converts Arabic to Roman. However, if it gets input from a pipe (or anything that isn't a tty), it converts from Roman back to an Arabic mathematical expression. The UNIX `bc` program takes it the rest of the way. Finally, if its output is directed to a pipe, it converts Roman to Arabic.

The judges suggested executing the following commands:

```
lwall ! bc ! lwall (I typed)
```

What was happening was that `lwall` was converting `*x` to `(10)*(10). bc` converted that to 100, and `lwall` took that and produced `c`. A similar production occurred in the second example.

Unfortunately, I found this program was UNIX-specific. I hope no one spent too much time with it unsuccessfully because of that. There were certainly enough other mysterious things about the program to ponder.

The most unusual part of the program was the use of `signal()`. The program created a pipe, closed one end, and then proceeded to generate illegal pipe writes all over the place. The author called `signal()` whenever he needed to jump to a new routine,
Able was I ere I saw elbA

(A fitting output for such a symmetrical program.)

The program itself is uninteresting, other than noting that it prints out the string backwards (which, of course, is unnoticeable because it is a palindrome).

In the category of “Best Abuse of the Rules,” the winner was Mark Biggar, Unisys—System Development Group, Santa Monica, California.

I hope everyone figured this one out. It was an exercise in substituting preprocessor definitions. (The compile line was cc -DC="R>0" -DI="if ~ (T)||O\ DO="cw=write(1,&c,1);" ~ -DP="main( ){X}" -DR="if (read(0,&c,1)\ DT="c=015 ~ DW="while(C)\"DX="char c;\" W=markb.c)"

P:
main( ){X}
main( ){char c;w}
main( ){char c;while(C)\}
if(T)||O\main( ){char c;while(R)\0~
if(T)||O\main( ){char c;while(read~
(0,&c,1));\}if(c=015) c= ~
write(1,&c,1);}

Once you get this far, it is obvious what the program does; it copies its standard input to its standard output (except for carriage-returns).

In the category of “Worst Style,” the winner is Spencer Hines of OnLine Computer Systems, Hyattsville, Maryland.

Here was yet another program whose subject matter I could predict. On the other hand, what it was going to do with it I hadn’t a clue. Taking the judge’s hint, I did the following (after compiling it and naming it avalon):

avalon

Not particularly useful, but very cute. Unfortunately, its own output gives some indication of the internal structure of the program. It resembled poetry—each set of two lines was a statement followed by a goto. Some of the statements had goto’s in themselves. Once the goto’s were removed, the program revealed itself to be a straightforward piece of code that simply counted all the occurrence of the string goto on each line.

And the grand prize for “Most Well-Rounded Confusion” goes to Roemer B. Lievaart of VU Informatica, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

I looked at this program for a while, but eventually gave up in disgust. The judges definitely gave this award to the right program. I never was able to figure out what it did by myself, let alone how it did it.

Fortunately, the author included the following with his submission:

This program plays the game of Reversi (Othello) Compile and run. First, it asks for a playing level. Enter 0-10 (easy-hard). It then asks for your name. A move is a number within 11-88, or a 99 to pass. Legal moves (except for an illegal pass) are rejected. Then the computer does its move (or a 0 to pass) until the board is full. It plays rather well for such a small program! I had to leave out the board-printing routine, so you’ll have to take a real game board to play it. Also, due to space-limitations, I took out the passing handler, which makes its ending-game rather poor. But it does know all the rules, it uses alpha-beta-pruning, and it plays fairly well (on mobility!). Most important: it can play a pretty good game of Reversi.

This year’s contest was great. I am continually amazed at the quality (or should I say opacity) of C code that is submitted. And, if this is any reflection upon the general practice of C programming, I can rest assured that I never have to worry about finding a job (a real job that is). I wish you all good luck in next year’s contest. The rules were printed in last month’s column, so please refer to it if you have questions.

Don Libes is a computer scientist working on artificial intelligence in robot control systems in the Washington, D.C., area.

All the source code for articles published in Micro/Systems is available on an MS-DOS disk. To order, send $14.95 to Micro/Systems Journal, 501 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063; or call Tim at (415) 366-3600. Please specify the issue number. Source code is also available on CompuServe; type GO DDJFORUM.

Did you find this article particularly useful? Circle number 1 on the reader service card.
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Virtual Memory Techniques: Part 3—Conclusion

In the previous two columns I have been building up to implementing a Virtual Memory Manager (VMM) in Turbo Pascal. In the March column, I discussed what a VMM is and how it’s used. In last month’s column, I looked at a simple function which, by returning the address of an array, could be used in expressions such as:

\[ \text{Pdata } (I) \]

\[ \text{Mdata } (I)(J) \]

which looked and functioned similarly to the conventional matrix reference:

\[ \text{DataIndex } (I) \]

Now, I am finally ready to examine a “real” VMM (Listing 1). The program allows the user to define a data structure of any size up to the available disk space in the host computer. This data structure must be divided up into “blocks” of some sort, each of which must be smaller than 65 kilobytes. Usually these blocks are suggested by the data structure itself. For example, each of the rows of a matrix may be considered a different block.

Blocks are numbered sequentially beginning with 1. Having initialized this data structure using the InitData procedure call, the user program may then reference these blocks using the Pdata procedure. Thus, Pdata (I) returns the address of the I’th user block. If this were, in fact, the row of a matrix then Pdata (I)* (J) would reference the J’th element of the I’th row, exactly as if the entire matrix were loaded into memory. If the user data block were some user record, then individual elements would be referenced using Pdata (I)*.*...

To understand the program, begin with the two record definitions, DataBlock and FreeBlock. A DataBlock exists for every block of user data. Contained within this record is the segment indicated where that block is loaded in memory, DMemSeg, and the location of that block in the data file containing the user data on disk, DiskAddr. If DMemSeg for a particular block is zero, then the data block is not currently loaded in memory. DiskAddr is always defined for every block, since each block must have a space in the data file reserved for its specific use.

A FreeBlock record exists for every block of RAM available to the VMM for storing data. Free blocks must be of the same size as data blocks, but they may be much fewer in number. The NMemSeg element contains the segment address in RAM of the FreeBlock while DataIndex is the index of the current DataBlock that occupies it. A DataIndex of zero implies this memory block is not in use by any data block.

The main program is nothing more than a small routine designed to test the VMM. The call to InitData asks the VMM to initialize roughly 128K of user data (1000 X 128 byte blocks) and 12.8K of RAM (100 X 128 byte blocks). InitData creates a disk file, DATA.TMP, 128K long and writes dummy data into each block. It then initializes 1000 DataBlocks and 100 FreeBlocks. InitData gets its free RAM from the heap. If there is not enough heap available to honor the request, the program aborts.

Having initialized the VMM, the test program then writes test data into each word of each data block. With each call, Pdata fetches the segment address of the block specified by the caller’s index. If it is non-zero, then the block is already in memory and Pdata simply returns the address (called a “hit”). If the segment address is 0 (a “miss”), then it must be loaded into RAM from DATA.TMP.

Pdata begins loading a data block from disk by looking for an unused free block in which to store the data with procedure FindFree. FindFree simply loops through all of the virtual memory blocks until a free block is found. If no free RAM blocks exist, then a data block must be written to disk to free up a RAM block for use. There are several algorithms for deciding which block to choose. I chose a very simple one, I just keep a pointer and increment it each time a record is purged.

The procedure Unalloc actually writes the RAM block to disk. It then erases the DMemSeg in the FreeBlock and zeroes the DMemSeg so the program will know that the data block is no longer in memory and that the RAM block is available.

Pdata stores the user data block into this RAM block by calling Alloc. Alloc first stores the segment address in the DataBlock and then its DataIndex into the FreeBlock record. Finally, it reads the data from DATA.TMP into memory, Pdata fetches the new segment out of the DataBlock.

Pdata converts the segment address into a two-word memory address using the intrinsic function Ptr and returns this to the caller.

Once the data blocks have been initialized, the test program begins to randomly access the data blocks to test the VMM. Data block indices are generated by calling the function Random. On each reference, the first two locations are printed out to verify that the data is intact. The index of the current reference is placed into location 2 so we will know when this row was previously referenced, if at all, on subsequent accesses. The range of data indices can be adjusted by changing the call to Random up to a maximum of the number of data blocks (1000).

The final call to CloseData allows the VMM to purge all data blocks out to disk and close the data file before exiting. The user program may itself call Purge at any time to force data out to disk.

Two sets of debug statements exist to help inform the user what the VMM is doing. Defining the label DEBUG before compiling will cause ReadBlock and WriteBlock to print the index of each DataBlock read or written to the screen. Anyone seriously attempting to study this program should do this and study the resulting output, especially during the random-access phase.

In actual use, it is not necessary to know the actual block numbers, but it is still interesting to know when VMM hits and misses occur. Defining the label SHOWMISS will cause Pdata to place an asterisk on the screen every time a miss occurs forcing the VMM to go to the disk.

Several additional points should be mentioned. First, this VMM uses the disk to store data blocks when they are
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not in RAM. The storage routines have been written separately to make it possible to adapt the program to any other storage medium. For example, LIM memory could be used just as easily; ReadBlock would make the necessary LIM block to access the proper extended block, then move the data from the LIM block into the conventional FreeBlock. WriteBlock would reverse the procedure; a RAM disk of sufficient size can be used to store DATA.TMP without any changes.

Secondly, the VMM assumes that the data is created within the program itself. If the data already exists in a disk file when the program starts, as would be the case with a word processor or a database application, then the VMM should access the data directly from that disk file. Merely supply the proper file name in InitReadWrite and change the call to ReWrite to a call to ReSet to use an existing file instead of creating a new file.

Not only does this speed up VMM initialization, but it can simplify the user code considerably. In this case, however, you must be sure to call CloseData before exiting the program to allow the VMM to flush all data blocks to disk and properly close the file. In addition, the user program should call Purge after especially critical operations to make sure that important data is written to disk in the event of a power failure.

In some applications, the data is not modified by the application. A common example is text files containing help information. When this is the case, it is not desirable for the application to write these data blocks out to the file as they are purged from memory, since this merely wastes time. Instead, comment out the call to BlockWrite (in addition to the changes already noted).

Finally, notice that FreeBlock RAM is only limited by the amount of available conventional RAM in the host and is specifically not limited to 64K. The maximum number of DataBlocks is 16000 (64K divided by 4 bytes per record). Each data block is limited to 64K for an overall maximum user data size of roughly 1 gigabyte. Actually, under Turbo 3.0 data files larger than 64K * 128 bytes or roughly 7.6 MB cannot be accommodated. However, a simple modification to the VMM could allow it to divide data among several disk files.

The VMM program discussed here is written for Turbo 4.0, but can be executed under 3.0 if the following simple modifications are made:

1. Remove all of the conditional compilation statements; either insert the statements without the conditionals or remove the line entirely. (Conditionals are interpreted as bogus include file statements under 3.0.)
2. Define a new variable TEMP of type ADR and replace Pdata(I)*[J] with TEMP := Pdata(I) followed by TEMP*, for example:

   Pdata(I):temp'[J] = becomes :=

   Pdata(I):temp' := ~

... continued on page 20
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Begin
{IFDEF DEBUG} Write (DataIndex; 'W '); {ENDIF}
with DBuf [DataIndex] do
begin
Seek (DataFile, DiskAddr);
temp := Ptr (DMemSeg, 0);
BlockWrite (DataFile, temp, 1)
end
Close (DataFile)
End;

Procedure CloseReadWrite;
Begin
Close (DataFile)
End;

{Code central to VMM-}
Function InitData (Size, DNum, FNum word) : boolean;
Var
  DataI : dindex;
  Freel : findex;
  TempA := word;
  Begin
  NumberDataBlocks := dindex (DNum);
  NumberFreeBlocks := findex (FNum);
  NextFurgePointer := findex (1);
  if (NumberDataBlocks > MaxNumberDataBlocks) or
     (NumberFreeBlocks > MaxNumberFreeBlocks) then
    InitData := False
  else
    begin
    InitReadWrite;
    for DataI := 1 to NumberDataBlocks do
      begin
      DMemSeg := FMemSeg := 0;
      DiskAddr := DataFile = 1
      end;
    for Freel := 1 to NumberFreeBlocks do
      begin
       GetMem (TempA, Size);
       FMemSeg := Seg(TempA);
       Freel := 0;
      end;
    InitData := True
    end
End;

{Find next unused free block—return 0 if none found}
Function FindFree : findex;
Var
  I : findex;
  Begin
  FindFree := 0;
  for I := 1 to NumberFreeBlocks do
    if FBuf [I].DataIndex = 0 then
      begin
       FindFree := I;
      exit
      end
  End;

{Allocate particular Free block to particular Data block}
Procedure Alloc (DataI : dindex; Freel : findex);
Begin
  with DBuf [DataI], FBuf [Freel] do
  begin
  DMemSeg := FMemSeg;
  DataIndex := DataI
  end;
  ReadBlock (DataI)
End;

{Unallocate a Free block}
Procedure Unalloc (Freel : findex);
Begin
  DataI := dindex;
  Begin
  with FBuf [Freel] do
  begin
  DataI := DataIndex;
  WriteBlock (DataI); 
  end
  with DBuf [DataI] do
  begin
  DataIndex := 0;
  DMemSeg := 0
  end
End;

Begin
{IFDEF DEBUG} Write (DataIndex; 'W '); {ENDIF}
with DBuf [DataIndex] do
begin
Seek (DataFile, DiskAddr);
temp := Ptr (DMemSeg, 0);
BlockWrite (DataFile, temp, 1)
end
Close (DataFile)
End;
Function Pdata (DataI : dindex) : adr;
Var
  Sgmt : word;
  FreeI : findex;
Begin
  if (DataI = 0) or (DataI > NumberDataBlocks) then halt;
  Sgmt := DBuf [DataI].DMemSeg; (get the memory pointer)
  if Sgmt = 0 then
    begin
      FreeI := FindFree; (get a free block.)
      if FreeI = 0 then (no free blocks.) begin
        {$IFDEF SHOWMISS} Write ('*'); {$ENDIF}
        Unalloc (NextPurgePointer); (make one.)
        FreeI := NextPurgePointer;
        NextPurgePointer := NextPurgePointer + 1;
        if NextPurgePointer > NumberFreeBlocks then
          NextPurgePointer := 1;
      end;
    Alloc (DataI, FreeI); (and put in data)
    Sgmt := DBuf [DataI].DMemSeg
  end:
Pdata := Ptr (Sgmt, $0) (convert to addr)
End;

{Purge all data blocks out to disk}
Procedure Purge;
Var
  FreeI : findex;
Begin
  NextPurgePointer := 1;
  for FreeI := 1 to NumberFreeBlocks do
    if FBuf [FreeI].DataIndex <> 0 then
      UnAlloc (FreeI)
End;

{Close the VMM before terminating program}
Procedure CloseData;
Begin
  Purge;
  CloseReadWrite
End;

{test code - remove for a TP4 Unit}
{test VMM by allocating 1000 * 128 byte data blocks}
Const
  recsize = 128;
  noelems = 64;
  memblocks = 100; (# memory blocks to alloc)
  datblocks = 1000; (# actual data blocks)
Var
  I, J : integer;
Begin
  if InitData (recsize, datblocks, memblocks) then
    begin
      {initialize the data blocks to known values}
      WriteLn; WriteLn ('initialize data blocks');
      for I := 1 to datblocks do
        for J := 1 to noelems do
          pdata (I)^[J] := I;
      {now access them randomly to prove we can}
      WriteLn; WriteLn ('access data');
      Randomize;
      for I := 1 to 2*memblocks do
        begin
          J := Random (2*memblocks) + 1;
          writeln (I:3, ' block ', J:3, ' contains ',
            pdata(I)^[J]);
          pdata(I)^[J] := 1;
        end;
      {finally purge remaining buffers to disk}
      WriteLn; WriteLn ('purge cached data');
      CloseData
    end,
End.

---


goodbye
dBase!

You need it?
You can handle it!
dB2c is here now!

dB2c Offers:

• Version 2.0 complete with Translator and File Handlers.
• Extensive implementation of dBASE III+ with over 200 functions and commands in C source code.
• Contains our own File Handlers plus interfaces for Lattice's dBC and Faircom's c-tree.
• Supports screen I/O with ANSI.SYS or fast assembler routines.
• Support for Microsoft, Lattice and Turbo C compilers.
• Tutor features of translation combined with familiar syntax of the library eases the transition to 'C'.
• One version supports MS-DOS, Xenix, Unix, OS-9 and Concurrent DOS.

are you ready?

JIB-2c

Toolkit $299

Call or Write:
SOFTWARE CONNeCTIoN, INC.
POB 712, Ely, MN 55731
(218) 365-5097
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Experience the INTERACTIVE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Spend five minutes with the sample applications included, and you will see why more and more developers are now choosing The Andsor Collection: attractive, small, fast, fully customized applications, with one tenth the effort.

"With The Andsor Collection we have achieved faster development and more efficient applications, which is important in large and complex projects like our Court Management System."

Dr. Mark Schragger, Consultant, Municipal Computer Services, Rochester, New York

The Andsor Collection: the superb, unified, interactive environment, specifically designed to expedite application development. Ideal for VARs, programmers, consultants.

Fully Featured System
- The convenience of an interpreter, with the speed of compiled applications: among the fastest in the industry
- Many built-in operations, but also the flexibility for complex, custom applications
- Mature, solid, problem-free software: over two years on the market
- Royalty free run-time system: easy to learn; use all features interactively before building applications
- Comprehensive documentation: 400 page manual, many examples, sample applications on disk

Self-contained Environment
- Replaces compilers, debuggers, editors, libraries
- One step development: no conversions or translations
- Fully interactive: modify procedures, screen definitions, even while the application is running
- One module, no overlays: small size and fast operation
- The entire application is efficiently stored in one 80DOS file

Versatile Window Management Functions
- Create tiled, overlapping, stacked, pop-up windows
- Change window position, colors, frame, at any time
- Use windows for data entry, inquiries, help, file maintenance, menus
- Scroll files and screens horizontally and vertically in the window

Powerful Database Management Functions
- Variable length fields and records: simplifies development and saves space
- Use any number of data and index files
- Modify file definition at any time
- Maintenance-free: no sorts, no reorganization, all files and indexes are updated automatically
- Sophisticated reporting and inquiry capabilities

Beyond File Relations
- Dynamic, open-ended, unlimited relations: multi-file, hierarchical, one to many, many to one, relate a file to itself
- Create different relations between the same file at the same time
- Relations are based on any conditions, not just equal fields
- Use relations in calculations, updates, reports, inquiries, etc.
- No formal definitions: relations are created automatically as files are used together

Flexible Procedural Language
- Use procedures to implement complex applications
- Procedure chaining and nesting, blocks, conditions, loops
- Computational power: expressions, countless built-in functions, data analysis, statistics, date arithmetic, string handling, and more
- Automatic and custom error trapping, recovery, and messages

The Andsor Collection

buy now and save $150!
after June 30, 1988
$145
enthusiastic buyers tell us: it's undervalued!

Visa, MC, AmEx, Check

ANDSOR

ANDSOR RESEARCH INC.
390 Bay Street, Suite 2000
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2Y2
(416) 245-8073

To order call toll free (U.S. and Canada)
1-800-628-2828
Ext. 535

Price includes shipping in the U.S. and Canada. Please add $10 for shipping to other countries. If you return the software, $5 will be deducted from the refund, to cover our shipping cost.

System requirements: any IBM PC or PS/2 or fully compatible, 320K RAM, one disk drive or hard disk, monochrome or color monitor, DOS 2.0 or 3.0.

The VMM shown has been designed for maximum compatibility with Turbo Pascal 3.0. A "full 4.0" version of the VMM unit is available from CompuServe (as well as all of the software which appears in Turbo Pascal Corner). The version printed here is somewhat easier to use by allocating RAM blocks off of the heap up to the size of user data or until the heap is exhausted.

Hopefully, one or the other of these VMMs will find use among "Turbo Pascal Corner" readers who have more data than RAM to store it.

Stephen R. Davis is a technical editor for Micro/Systems, and a programmer for a defense contractor in Greenville, Texas.

All the source code for articles published in Micro/Systems is available on an MS-DOS disk. To order, send $14.95 to Micro/Systems Journal, 501 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063; or call Tim at (415) 366-3600. Please specify the issue number. Source code is also available on CompuServe; type GO DDIFORUM.

Did you find this article particularly useful? Circle number 3 on the reader service card.
Users and industry press alike have unanimously proclaimed BRIEF as the best program editor available today. Now, the best gets better, with the release of BRIEF 2.0.

Straight from the box, BRIEF offers an exceptional range of features. Many users find that BRIEF is the only editor they'll ever need, with features like real, multi-level Undo, flexible windowing and unlimited file size. But BRIEF has tremendous hidden power in its exclusive macro language. With it, you can turn BRIEF into your own custom editor containing the commands and features you desire. It's fast and easy.

Jerry Pournelle, columnist for BYTE magazine summed it all up by saying BRIEF is “Recommended. If you need a general purpose PC programming editor, look no further.” His point of view has been affirmed by rave reviews in C JOURNAL, COMPUTER LANGUAGE, DR. DOBB’S JOURNAL, DATA BASED ADVISOR, INFOWORLD AND PC MAGAZINE.

One user stated ‘BRIEF is one of the few pieces of software that I would dare call a masterpiece.’ Order BRIEF now and find out why BRIEF 2.0 is just $195. If you already own BRIEF, call for upgrade information.

TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-821-2492
(in MA call 617-337-6963)

As always, BRIEF comes with a 30 day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

Look at these BRIEF 2.0 enhancements!

Main Features:
- All new documentation with tutorials on basic editing, regular expressions and the BRIEF Macro Language. (Requires no knowledge of the macro language)
- Setup program for easy installation and configuration.
- Increased speed for sophisticated operations like Undo and Regular Expression Search.
- Expanded regular expressions, with matching over line boundaries.
- More block types, with marking by character, line or column.
- Command line editing (move cursor, add and delete characters, specify command parameters).
- Support for more programming languages.
- Optional borderless windows.
- Enhanced large display support, including wider displays.
- Reconfigurable indenting for C files (supports most indenting styles).

Basic Features:
- Full multi-level Undo
- Windows
- Edit many files at once
- File size limited only by disk space
- Automatic language sensitive indentation

Requires an IBM PC or compatible with at least 160K RAM
BRIEF is a trademark of UnderWare, Inc.
Solution Systems is a trademark of Solution Systems.
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New techniques make it possible for DOS applications to work in harmony with UNIX environments.

The first computer operating systems were single tasking in nature, capable of executing only one program at a time. The programmer stepped up with his stack of cards or paper tape, ran his single program, and retrieved his output from the line printer. During the time that program ran, the machine's entire resources were dedicated to the sole use of that program.

Mini and mainframe operating systems have not worked that way for some time. Multitasking operating systems that process more than one program at a time make much better use of the hardware. During the time that one program is accessing the hard disk or writing to the printer, the CPU can slip over and service some other task vying for its attention. Computer CPUs are so much faster than peripherals that the net effect is that several jobs may run simultaneously without any of them incurring any slowdown when compared to a dedicated system.

Multiuser operating systems provide even better utilization of computer hardware by allowing several users to access the same machine simultaneously. The operating system juggles CPU time and peripheral demands between the different users in such a way that each user appears to have solitary control of the computer.

Unfortunately, DOS was written for a simple hardware configuration. With its dual, single-sided floppies and 64K of RAM, the original PC was not deemed powerful enough to support a multitasking operating system. In addition, the cost of such personal systems was low enough that users were not too concerned, even if the CPU was not 100 percent utilized. But as time passes and PCs become ever more powerful, sporting upwards to 1 MB of RAM and 4 MIPS processors, administrators are becoming increasingly concerned that computer hardware is going to waste when only one user can access it at a time.

DOS Under UNIX
Still, there is a lot of great DOS-based software already in existence, much of it already bought and paid for. Not too many sites are willing to scrap DOS compatibility for conven-
tional multiuser environments, such as UNIX. Over the years, many companies have attempted to address this need by adding multitasking capabilities to DOS with increasing success.

While not truly multitasking, "PopUp" programs provide many ease-of-use features. Shell programs, such as DESQview (see Micro/Systems, February 1988), Windows (see Micro/Systems Journal, January/February through November/December 1987), and Double-DOS retrofit limited multitasking. Microsoft's new operating system, OS/2, incorporates true multitasking of OS/2 applications, but it can still only execute one DOS program at a time. None of these approaches have seriously attempted to deliver multituser DOS.

This situation is changing, however. The 80386 microprocessor's Virtual 86 mode can emulate several 8086's, each running with its own protected environment. Concurrent DOS from Digital Research and PC-MOS/386 from Software Link (see Micro/Systems Journal, November/December 1987 for reviews of these products) are multituser/multitasking operating systems that run standard, well-behaved DOS applications. And, VP/ix from Interactive Systems and DOS Merge 386 from Locus Computing are shell programs that enable DOS applications to run under the UNIX multitasking operating system.

With these systems, different DOS applications are simultaneously executed, each within its own virtual 8086. On UNIX systems, the shell program translates the UNIX services to the DOS services the application expects. The 80386's Virtual 86 mode keeps the inherently hostile DOS applications from interfering with one another. Each program "sees" its own 640K PC with a normal video display, ports, keyboards, and the like.

These types of systems have been very successful at bringing single-user multitasking to DOS applications. Unfortunately, this solution is not quite sufficient to allow most DOS applications to run successfully in a multiuser environment. The principal obstacle to smoothly incorporating these programs is the video display. Unlike many of its CP/M-based predecessors, the PC eschewed the lowly serial terminal, preferring instead the video display with its directly accessible display memory. Video adapters are more easily manipulated and give a more lively appearance. Unfortunately, they are essentially dedicated in nature and adapt poorly to multiuser environments. Any system that purports to offer multituser DOS must answer the problem of display output.

There are three basic approaches to this problem: the all-software approach, the mixed hardware and software solution, and the all-hardware solution.

**The All-Software Approach**

Realizing that video hardware was likely to evolve and that it is the job of the operating system to insulate user programs from these changes, the PC was designed with basic support for all of the on-board hardware built into the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS). The BIOS contains a suite of low-level support routines that allow user programs to control all of the PC's hardware, including the video display. (Higher level support is provided by the PC-DOS operating system itself.) These BIOS routines are contained in ROM on the PC's motherboard.

Rather than hard code the entry points to these BIOS routines, the PC designers thankfully assigned an interrupt number to each access routine. At power-on initialization, the BIOS routine addresses are stored into the appropriate interrupt vectors. To access the video support routine, user code loads up the CPU's registers with their proper values, then executes a software interrupt 10 hex instruction (see Figure 1a).

True to the original plan, programs that access the video display via calls to the BIOS (and PC-DOS) can easily be adapted to a multiuser environment. During the boot-up process, the operating system need only replace the video interrupt vector with the address of its own routine. Whenever a DOS application performs an interrupt 10 to effect output, control is passed to the sophisticated multituser video handler rather than to the original equipment BIOS routine. This handler checks to see whether the application performing the request is being executed from the main
video display or from a remote terminal.

If the request is from the video display, it is carried out exactly as before. However, if the request is from a terminal, the handler translates the request into the appropriate escape sequences (escape sequences are terminal control commands that generally begin with the ASCII character ESCAPE) (see Figure 1b). In this way, remote terminals can be induced to emulate most of the video display functions and the user sees what the program intended.

This plan is relatively easy to implement and requires no extra hardware. Unfortunately, it does not work for many applications. The problem is that the video support provided by the BIOS is very rudimentary. Applications developers found out long ago that programs could easily manipulate video RAM themselves with startling results. Users preferred the rapid scrolling and snappy appearance provided by such programs over the sluggish appearance of "well behaved" programs. The majority of today's "popular" DOS programs access video memory directly. These applications require some hardware support if they are to be brought under control in a multiuser environment.

### Combined Hardware and Software Solution

In the so-called Real Mode, the 80286 and 80286 microprocessors do their best to emulate a standard 8086 or 8088. In Real Mode, they offer little advantage over their weaker siblings other than speed. This is the mode with which we, as users, are most familiar, since this is the mode in which DOS operates. In Protected Mode, the 80286 and 80386 microprocessors come equipped with a powerful set of structures for controlling access to memory. In particular, regions of memory can be marked as read- or write-protected. This feature can be used to address our screen-access problem.

The operating system knows that any program that accesses video memory is going to do so with segment descriptor OxBOOO for monochrome and OxBB00 for graphics displays. In Real Mode, this corresponds to the physical address of OxBOOO0 and OxBB000 of the video memory for these adapters.

A specially written operating system running on an 80286 in Protected Mode could emulate DOS. Such an operating system could mark segments OxBOOO and OxBB00 as inaccessible by the user program. Whenever the user program attempted to read or write display memory directly, the microprocessor would detect the attempted instruction and generate a memory protection interrupt. The operating system could then pick up the interrupt, examine the instruction to decide what exactly it was that the user code was attempting to do, and perform the appropriate action on the remote terminal. (Programs being executed by the user on the real video display would be allowed to access its memory without hindrance.)

Unfortunately, this solution suffers from several severe drawbacks. First, generating and servicing an interrupt for every access of video memory could potentially reduce the host computer's performance to a crawl. A simple operation, such as scrolling the screen up one line, requires literally thousands of reads and writes, and servicing that many interrupts takes a great deal of time. Such a scheme is not likely to be very popular—users will not accept the lower level of performance. Besides, most programs written for DOS assume that they are operating in the 8086-compatible Real Mode; the majority of such applications will not perform properly in Protected Mode.

Rather than generate a memory-protection interrupt, a multiuser DOS might simply remap the video segment to some other physical location in memory. Each user would be provided with an area of memory that becomes his "virtual display memory." Since each user's programs have full read and write privileges to this memory, they could gleefully read and write from this virtual display unimpeded, and no interrupts would be generated to bog down system performance (see Figure 2).

In such a system, getting each user's virtual display memory out to his real terminal becomes a problem. Typically, a background "demon" task must constantly search these display memories. Every time this task detects a change in one of these display memories, it simply ships out the new information to the corresponding remote terminal for display. This system is workable. (In fact, a very similar approach is used by such remote control programs such as Carbon Copy.) Unfortunately, it still does not address the serious problem of executing Real Mode applications under Protected Mode.

The situation with the 80386 is much better. Even in the
Virtual 86 mode, page mapping allows the 80386 to remap logical memory to a different physical location without resorting to special segmentation tricks. In such a multuser environment, the UNIX-based operating system runs each DOS application in its own Virtual 86 environment, with its own video memory. The demon task works as a separate process to keep the actual terminals up to date.

Two products using this half-software/half-hardware approach have been introduced: XSight from Locus Computing and 386/ix MultiView from JSB Computer Systems, Ltd. XSight is designed to work on a 386 host and is compatible with Locus’ "DOS under UNIX" Merge386 product. XSight is compatible with the emerging UNIX XWindow standard. The single-user “terminals” connected to the host must be dedicated PCs in their own right, each executing PC XSight. Connection between the host 386 and “terminal” PC may be inexpensiv serial RS-232 cabling or high-bandwidth LAN interconnections for improved performance. When using a LAN, each PC may be connected to more than one host.

Requiring a dedicated PC for each user may seem like a strange requirement, but consider that the cost of PC clones without hard disks is roughly the same as that of simple ANSI standard terminals. By providing more intelligence at the peripheral, Locus claims to be able to relieve the host of much of the windowing workload.

A preliminary version of this system was on display at UniForum 88, the UNIX exhibition held in Dallas. Performance using an AT as a terminal communicating over a LAN was acceptable, but only marginally. What would have provided lightning-fast screen updates on a dedicated DOS system offered quick but jerky screen output when communicated to a remote “terminal.” The jerkiness is due to the fact that no updates appear on the screen at all for long periods of time when the demon is not running. All at once, the demon gets a turn to execute and transmits the large block of updates that accumulated during its slumber. However, XSight does provide a complete and powerful windowing environment.

The 386/ix MultiView also ran on a 386-based host, this time using Interactive Systems’ "DOS under UNIX" product, VFX. Unlike XSight, 386/ix MultiView requires only simple ANSI terminals at the user sites. This approach was chosen because it would be more palatable for sites that may already be fully stocked with these terminals.

This system also was on display at UniForum 88. It was truly eerie to see WordStar running in a window with Lotus 1-2-3 in the background, all on a vintage DEC Model VT102 terminal! Although most of the jerkiness was gone, performance was worse than with XSight because it was limited to simple 19200-baud serial lines. Scrolling through a document from within the WordStar window took an unacceptably long time. In its non-windowing mode, 386/ix MultiView performance increased dramatically. (Due to the limitations of the terminals, JSB’s product only supports applications that operate in text mode.)

All-Hardware Solution

Achieving multuser video performance similar to that of a dedicated PC requires hardware support beyond that provided by the 80386 processor itself. So far, two approaches have been proposed. The first, being developed by Arnet, utilizes bank-switched video memory in what is known as a multivideo adapter.

The multivideo adapter actually consists of several video sections, each with its own memory and display circuitry, all located on the same card. Each video section is attached to its own monitor and assigned to a different user. Each dis-
Figure 2. A multiuser operating system may remap each user's video memory to a different block of physical memory. An independent demon task is responsible for outputting these virtual displays to real remote terminals.

![Diagram showing multiuser system and demon task](image)

Figure 3. The MultiVideo Adaptor contains the circuitry for several independent video cards on the same board. The memory of these adapters is bank switched onto the host PC's bus so that only one of them is accessible at a time. Here User #3 is currently active so only his screen is accessible, however all users continue to see their monitors.

![Diagram showing MultiVideo Adaptor](image)

Figure 4. In the Cygna System bus information, including direct accesses of video memory, goes out to all video adapters via optical fiber. Only one of these is enabled to accept and respond to these signals, however.

![Diagram showing optical fiber link](image)
play circuit constantly displays what is in its own memory. Only one of the display circuits is addressable from the host computer at a time (see Figure 3).

As the operating system alternately gives control to software being executed by the different users, it simply determines which display section is currently accessible by the host. For example, when Lotus 1-2-3 being executed by user A writes to video memory, it is writing to display section 1 which appears on user A’s screen. By the time user B’s Turbo C compiler attempts to write directly to the display, access has been switched to video section 2 which is attached to user B’s display.

With the proper UNIX drivers and the support of “DOS under UNIX” packages such as Merge386 or VP/ix or other multiuser operating systems, such a system should provide very good performance. Since bank-switching the video sections is quite quick, multitasking performance should not be hindered, and without time-robbing demons output should be quick and smooth. The main problem with this scheme is

Achieving multiuser video performance similar to that of a dedicated PC requires hardware support beyond that provided by the 80386 processor.

that it requires video coaxial cable to be extended from the host to each user’s monitor. This limits the physical size of such a system. The actual performance and pricing of this arrangement are not known, since the multivideo card has not yet been demonstrated.

An approach similar to this one was shown at last year’s Comdex exposition and again at UniForum 88 by Sun River. In this solution, dubbed the Cygna System, a card is plugged into the host PC where the video adapter should be. This card takes electrical signals on the bus and converts them into serial pulses over a fiber optical bus. Specially made Cygna terminals connect to this fiber network. Each of these terminals contain their own fairly standard video adapter cards and monitors (see Figure 4).

When the current task attempts to read or write video memory, the signals go out to all of the Cygna video adapters. However, only one of the Cygna adapters, the one being used by the program currently running, is selected at a time. Each time the underlying operating system switches tasks, it disables the current adapter and enables the adapter of the new task. The Cygna host card includes a jumper that connects to the video adapter in the host computer, allowing them to work together. Cygna also provides a Cygna emulator card that can be plugged into a conventional AT or PC to allow the computer to emulate the operation of a Cygna terminal.

This solution runs very well. Scrolling is smooth and screen updates are lightning fast. Since Sun River offers terminals based on different standards, CGA, EGA, EGA+, and Hercules graphics can all be mixed on the same host. In addition, each terminal is equipped with its own keyboard.

#1 Lint for MS-DOS is now available for OS/2

Locate C Bugs BEFORE they Bite with PC-lint

PC-lint will analyze your C programs (one or many modules) and uncover glitches, bugs, quirks, and inconsistencies. It will catch subtle errors before they catch you. By examining multiple modules, PC-lint enjoys a perspective your compiler does not have.

PC-lint is full K&R plus ANSI extensions. It will find argument/parameter mismatches, inconsistent declarations, uninitialized variables, unaccessed variables, suspicious macros, unreachable code, indentation irregularities, function inconsistencies, unusual expressions, printf-scanf format irregularities, and much, much more. All error messages can be turned off locally and globally.

"a remarkable well thought-out product which will check for just about every conceivable coding error ... Its value increases with frequent use ... we confidently recommend PC-lint."

Andrew Binstock, The C Gazette

"PC-lint has everything going for it: flexibility, speed, good documentation, and a reasonable price. I exercised the product daily on a large, working, project to see if I could include it in my development tools. The answer is a definite YES."

Stephen D. Cooper, Blue Notes
San Francisco PC Users Group

"... friendliness is a prime consideration in PC-lint. Gimpel has provided ways to make Lint shut up about all those errors you either know or don't care about. If Unix-Lint was implemented as well, I would use it more."

Don Malpass, IEEE Software

Gimpel Software
3207 Hogarth Lane
Collegeville PA 19426
(215)584-4261

PRICE: $139.00 first copy, $100 each additional
VISA, MC, COD -- PA residents add 6% sales tax
30 Day Money-back Guarantee -- Specify MS-DOS or OS/2
Works with any MS-DOS C compiler, direct support for 12 C compilers including Microsoft 5.0, Turbo, C86+, Lattice
PC-lint is a trademark of Gimpel Software.
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and serial ports that are automatically switched with the video in a seamless fashion.

The only drawback to this solution is cost. Optical fiber and its connectors are not as inexpensive as simple twisted-wire pairs. In addition, the Cygna terminals themselves cost as much or more than a simple dedicated PC clone. If 80386 access is a requirement, however, this approach is still cheaper than providing multiple dedicated hosts.

Conclusion
Multitasking DOS is quickly becoming a reality using the special shells that allow DOS programs to execute as processes under UNIX using the Virtual 86 mode of the 80386 microprocessor. Unfortunately, there is more work to be done before multiple DOS users can simultaneously access the same 386 host. Here we have attempted to describe some of the problems and solutions currently being presented. Perhaps one of these solutions will allow you to make better use of your 80386-based hardware.

Stephen Randy Davis, a technical editor for Micro/Systems, is a systems programmer based in Greenville, Texas. Michael Hurwicz is a freelance writer based in Nashville, Tennessee, who specializes in LANs and related computer technologies.

Did you find this article particularly useful? Circle number 3 on the reader service card.

Product Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Merge386; Xsight</td>
<td>(not available at time of this writing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus Computing</td>
<td>3330 Ocean Park Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(213) 452-2435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386/ix MultiView</td>
<td>JSB Computer Systems, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheshire House, Castle St. Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 6AF England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(44)0625-33618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge386, Xsight</td>
<td>(not available at time of this writing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus Computing</td>
<td>3330 Ocean Park Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(213) 452-2435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386/ix MultiView</td>
<td>JSB Computer Systems, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheshire House, Castle St. Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 6AF England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(44)0625-33618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygna System</td>
<td>SunRiver Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102 Business Park Dr., Ste. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jackson, MS 39213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(601) 957-0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP/ix</td>
<td>Interactive Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>635 Southpointe Center, Ste. 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(303) 579-6800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Most Powerful LAN Scheduling System You Can Own!

It’s the on-line, interactive scheduling system for any Novell or MSNET based LAN system. In use by thousands. There’s nothing else like it. “…a powerful calendar/appointment book that is capable of handling appointment scheduling for a small business or a department of a larger corporation.”

—Jon Pepper, PC WEEK

SUM:TIME by Sumware

© 1987 Sumware Inc.
Create Magic with Blaise.

Turbo C TOOLS™

Magic is easy with Turbo C TOOLS in your bag of tricks. New Turbo C TOOLS from Blaise Computing is a library of compiled C functions that allows you full control over the computer, the video environment, and the file system, and gives you the jump on building programs with Borland’s new C compiler. Now you can concentrate on the creative parts of your programs. The library comes with well-documented source code so that you can study, emulate, or adapt it to your specific needs. Blaise Computing’s attention to detail, like the use of function prototyping, cleanly organized header files, and a comprehensive, fully-indexed manual, makes Turbo C TOOLS the choice for experienced software developers as well as newcomers to C.

Turbo C TOOLS provides the sophisticated, bullet-proof capabilities needed in today’s programming environment, including removable windows, “side-kickable” applications, and general interrupt service routines written in C. The functions contained in Turbo C TOOLS are carefully crafted to supplement Turbo C, exploiting its strengths without duplicating its library functions. As a result, you’ll get functions written predominantly in C, that isolate hardware independence, and are small and easy to use.

Turbo C TOOLS embodies the full spectrum of general purpose utility functions that are critical to today’s applications. Some of the features in Turbo C TOOLS are:

- **WINDOWS** that are stackable and removable, that have optional borders and a cursor memory, and that can accept user input.

- **INTERCEPT SERVICE ROUTINE** support for truly flexible, robust and polite applications. We show you how to capture DOS critical errors and keystrokes.

- **INTERVENTION CODE** lets you develop memory resident applications that can take full advantage of DOS capabilities. With simple function calls, you can schedule a Turbo C function to execute either when a “hot key” is pressed or at a specified time.

- **RESIDENT SOFTWARE SUPPORT** lets you create, detect, and remove resident utilities that you write with Turbo C TOOLS.

- **FAST DIRECT VIDEO ACCESS** for efficiency, and support for all monitors including CGA 43-line mode.

- **DIRECTORY AND FILE HANDLING** support let you take advantage of the DOS file structure, including volume labels and directory structure.

Blaise Computing Inc. has a full line of support products for Turbo C, Microsoft C, Turbo Pascal and Microsoft Pascal.

Call today for details, and make magic!

The Blaise Menu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbo POWER SCREEN</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo ASYNCH PLUS</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C TOOLS PLUS</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASYNCH MANAGER</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASCAL TOOLSTOOLS</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C TOOLS PLUS</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEYPILOT</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXEC</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUNOFF</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To order call toll-free 800-333-8087

Telex number: 338139

Turbo C TOOLS supports all versions of Turbo C including 1.5, requires DOS 2.0 or later and is just $129.00.

Blaise Computing Inc. has a full line of support products for Turbo C, Microsoft C, Turbo Pascal and Microsoft Pascal. Call today for details, and make magic!

---
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Multiprocessing with MultiLink Advanced

Using statistically allocated memory partitions, this software link product adds multitasking, and multiuser capability to DOS.

Howard Vigorita

As microcomputers find their way into business settings, there is an increasing desire to share data entry and other computer-related tasks. MultiLink Advanced from The Software Link aims to satisfy these needs with relatively inexpensive serial ports and terminals.

MultiLink is an operating system modification package for an IBM-PC compatible that gives it both multitasking and multiuser capabilities. It is not, however, a complete, stand-alone operating system. All file handling is done through the existing DOS. In this regard, it more closely resembles Quarterdeck Systems' DESQview than Concurrent PC-DOS from Digital Research.

Memory Management
Although MultiLink Advanced runs on any IBM-PC compatible, it runs best on an 80286-based system compatible with an IBM PC/AT. For the purpose of this review, MultiLink was installed on a PC's LTD-AT, together with an AST Rampage and an AT Gizmo memory management unit. With this setup, MultiLink performs the neat trick of achieving a level of memory management normally associated with 80286 or 80386 protected-mode operation, while still running in 80286 real mode for the correct operation of DOS.

The AT Gizmo is a memory management card manufactured by Software Link for use with IBM PC/ATs and clones. Its use allows MultiLink to deal effectively with the increasingly common condition of IBM-PC software doing its screen output by writing directly to the memory mapped video RAM buffer. With this unit installed, MultiLink can intercept and redirect any memory references, including those written to video RAM. When used in combination with the AT Gizmo, this makes MultiLink one of the only 286 real-mode systems that can tolerate concurrent processes writing directly to video RAM. By contrast, DESQview and Concurrent PC-DOS must suspend background processes to keep them from overwriting the real console.

Multiprocessing
MultiLink makes use of statically allocated memory partitions to achieve multiprocessing. Each partition has two memory regions: one mapped within the lower 640K area where DOS expects programs to run, and the other is mapped to the video buffer.

Virtual consoles are used to allow programs in multiple partitions to believe they each own the real console. With the aid of the memory management unit, each partition thinks it is writing to the memory location occupied by the video RAM when in actually extended memory is being used. When a partition's virtual console is to be viewed, the virtual video buffer is copied to the real console's true video RAM buffer.

To load MultiLink, the MLINK program is run with command-line arguments that define the number of partitions and partition sizes, as well as the terminal types and baud rates. Partition memory allotment cannot be dynamically changed. To change the configuration of the system, it is necessary to reboot and execute the MLINK command with new parameters.

A separate copy of COMMAND.COM is run in each partition. By default, MultiLink switches partitions to the real console using the Alt key in combination with F10 for the lowest partition, or F1 through F8 for the first eight additional partitions. These partition-switching "hot keys" can be altered with a utility to avoid any conflicts with application programs that make use of the same keys.

It should be noted that MultiLink has no windowing features; no provision is made for simultaneously viewing portions of the various background partition consoles. When you hit the key for a particular partition, its virtual console will be swapped to the real console in its entirety. There is no simple facility to monitor a nonvisible partition's progress, other than to momentarily switch it to the console.

Multiuser Capability
The Multiuser capabilities of MultiLink are truly remarkable. It is the first software package featuring the ability to redirect video RAM accesses to a serial port. This ability is certainly within the grasp of protected-mode operating systems such
TRY MAGIC PC:
THE ULTIMATE DBMS POWER

You know how database applications are created — by hacking out line after line of time-consuming code. Most DBMS' and 4GLs give you some programming power. But when it comes to serious applications, they keep you toiled at the seat writing mountains of tedious code. And rewriting it all over again with every design change.

Imagining how much faster you'd be if you could replace the painful coding phase with an innovative visual technology which takes only a fraction of the time. Introducing Magic PC — the revolutionary Visual Database Language from Aker Corporation:

• **High-Speed Programming:**
  With Magic PC's visual design language you quickly describe your programs in non-procedural Execution Tables. They contain compact programming operations which are executed by Magic PC's runtime engine. You fill-in the tables using a visual interface driven by windows and pop-and-shoot menus. One table with 50 operations eliminates writing more than 500 traditional lines of code. Yet with Magic PC you don't sacrifice any power or flexibility.

• **Maximum Power AND Simplicity:**
  With Magic PC you can generate robust DBMS applications including screens, windows, menus, reports, forms, import/export, and much more! Plus, Magic PC has one of the friendliest user interfaces you've ever seen. Using Magic PC you can look-up and transfer data through a powerful Zoom Window system. Magic PC even lets you perform command-free queries.

• **Btrieve Performance:**
  Magic PC incorporates Btrieve, the high-performance file manager from SoftCraft. This gives you exceptional access speed, extended data dictionary capabilities, and automatic file recovery!

• **Virtually Maintenance-Free:**
  With Magic PC you can modify your application design "on the fly" without any manual maintenance. Magic PC automatically updates your programs and data files on-line! This also makes Magic PC an ideal tool for prototyping complete applications in hours instead of days.

• **FREE Networking:**
  Magic PC comes complete with LAN features. Develop multi-user applications for your LAN with Magic's file and record-locking security levels.

• **Stand-Alone Runtime:**
  Distribute your applications and protect your design with Magic PC's low cost runtime engine.

• **All For Only $199:**
  Best of all, Magic PC is an unbeatable bargain. For a limited time, Magic PC's price has been reduced to only $199! Yes, this is the same Magic PC that normally lists for $695! And Magic PC eliminates the need for a separate DBMS, compiler, or application generator. It comes complete with all the tools you need to develop your own database applications instantly.

**Join The Magic PC Revolution**
To unleash your DBMS design power, order your $199 copy of Magic PC right now by calling toll-free or returning the coupon below.

**ORDER NOW:** CALL (800) 345-MAGIC
In CA (714) 250-1718

---

"Magic PC's data base engine delivers powerful applications in a fraction of the time... there is truly no competitive product!"

— Victor Wright — PC Tech Journal

---

Call Advertiser Directly
Why puzzle when you don’t have to?

*Micro/Systems Journal* has the answers. Whether it’s networking, systems integration, programming, or scientific computing questions, *M/SJ* will lead you out of the maze of microcomputer mayhem. With each issue you’ll find comprehensive coverage of all the technical information that will keep you up-to-date with the ever-changing microcomputer industry. You’ll get the hands-on, nuts and bolts information, insight, and techniques that *M/SJ* is famous for providing . . . in-depth tutorials, reviews, hints, the latest on multitasking, languages and operating systems. So stop your puzzling . . . subscribe right now and the answers will be yours. Simply drop the attached card in the mail—that’s all there is to it.
as Digital Research’s Flex-OS and Concurrent 386, or Microsoft’s OS/2. MultiLink seems to be the first to deliver on this promise of advanced multiuser systems. You really can run standard versions of Lotus 1-2-3, WordPerfect, or dBase III from a serial terminal.

MultiLink can handle up to 16 serial terminals. Software Link supplies expansion boards with either four or eight serial ports that operate at up to 115,200 baud. Although there are no terminals that operate that quickly, these ports can be used at that baud rate with Software Link’s LANLink product to link multiple PCs with a moderately priced network. Software Link also has Wyse terminals available which are rated for 38,400 baud. These terminals are especially appropriate choices for running PC software, not only because of their speed but because of their PC-compatible keyboards and 25-line displays.

I tested MultiLink with a Hazeltine Esprit setup for an Esc lead-in character at 19,200 baud using XON/XOFF protocol.

MultiLink comes with a provision for 12 terminal configurations, of which the Hazeltine 1500 was a close choice but didn’t work for my Esprit. This required the use of MultiLink’s terminal setup utility. This utility is written as a filter, allowing answers to questions and escape sequences to be placed in a text file and fed in using input redirection. This eased the process of fine tuning and experimenting with my terminal installation.

MultiLink handled my 24-line display, standard keyboard terminal well, but it’s awkward to say the least. Trying to emulate a PC with such a serial terminal is bound to be somewhat of a problem because of its incompatible display size and keyboard scheme. Escape sequences need to be typed in to cause MultiLink to display the top or bottom 24 lines of the normal 25-line PC display. Escape sequences are similarly used to emulate IBM-PC special function and Alt keys.

Multiuser coordination can be accomplished in MultiLink with either a semaphore system or NetBIOS calls.

The real challenge in using the semaphore approach is deciding on a system and sticking to it. This consists of assigning resources, which may be files, directories, printers, etc., to an agreed semaphore and only accessing the resource when the semaphore is free.

**Installation**

A program is provided that reduces the installation process to answering a few questions about the hardware and partition sizes. The installation program then copies all the MultiLink files over to the hard disk and modifies or creates CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. There are a number of variations to MultiLink installation that revolve around how to deal with direct video references.

From a software point of view, the least complicated installation is achieved by using the AT Gizmo memory management board together with an extended memory board (mapped above the 1 megabyte boundary of an 80286). The main thing is to have CONFIG.SYS load the GIZDRIVE.SYS device driver and for AUTOEXEC.BAT to run MLISIZE first. These steps are essential whenever the AT Gizmo is plugged into your system, regardless of whether or not MultiLink will be running.

Physical installation of the AT Gizmo is a little more involved. I had to rearrange other cards in my system, most notably the disk controller, in order to get the AT Gizmo closer to the 80286 CPU. The processor must be removed from the motherboard, installed on the memory management card, and a six-inch cable run from the card to the vacated socket. In this way, the AT Gizmo takes direct control of the CPU address lines, effectively rewiring them on command, to swap memory throughout the address space. A chip extraction tool is provided to facilitate CPU removal.

If the AT Gizmo is not used, there are two other possibilities that can be applied: (1) You can patch each application that you expect to run. Software Link provides a library of patches for various applications that are updated as new versions are released. (2) As a last resort, a resident utility is provided to monitor attempts to modify video memory by a switched-out process. However, this option incurs a substantial performance penalty.

The final installation step is to convert the demo version to a fully working version. The idea is to allow you to try MultiLink for a half hour before committing to purchasing it. I suppose this is useful to verify that it is compatible with your hardware. The converted file is not copy protected.

**Usage**

MultiLink is started up by running MLISIZE followed by MLINK. MLISIZE turns on time slicing to allow programs to continue running in background partitions while a different partition owns the real console.

The MLINK command is executed with parameters that determine the size and number of partitions to create. Since the syntax of the MLINK command can be rather detailed, it is advisable to place it in a batch file. If you put it in AUTOEXEC.BAT, booting from a floppy would permit running without MultiLink. Software Link recommends that FORMAT and DISKCOPY functions not be run under MultiLink. Oddly enough, Software Link also recommends removing the AT Gizmo before running DISKCOPY or, in the alternative, using the COPY command instead. I experienced no problems running DISKCOPY with the AT Gizmo plugged into my system.

Most of the software I tried performed well under MultiLink. This includes various versions of WordStar, dBASE, and Lotus 1-2-3, as well as a number of assemblers, interpreters, and compilers.

I had no problem using the MEX-PC modem program, but it is necessary to...
Memory Management and EMS

by Howard Vigorita

As memory-hungry TSR utilities gain acceptance, the Expanded Memory Specification (EMS) gains importance in managing DOS memory calls.

Why would a single-tasking operating system like DOS ever need memory management? It wouldn’t, if it really were single tasking.

What characteristics would DOS have if it were single tasking? It would make all its own memory allocations when the system was first loaded and not allow memory allocation while a running program was being interrupted.

From its inception, DOS has contained a terminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) system call. This allows a program to terminate and return to the operating system prompt without giving up the code and data space it occupies. The operating system then takes care not to use the TSR’s space when it loads the next program. This facility was intended as a mechanism for loading system extensions, such as the basic I/O system (BIOS), without having to reassemble the operating system.

To use the original TSR system call, as provided by Version 1 of DOS, the DX register is loaded with the number of bytes to be reserved, and an INT 27h instruction is executed. A major drawback of this facility is that only 64K of memory can be reserved, and this can only be done at the time of the TSR call.

By Version 2 of DOS, this was remedied. A more flexible memory management system was introduced, and a new TSR call was provided as an INT 21h function. Application programs are now discouraged from using the old facility. To use the new TSR call, load the AH register with 31h, load the DX register with the number of paragraphs to be reserved, and execute INT 21h. Paragraphs are groups of 16 bytes that start on an address divisible by 16. Since the 16-bit DX register specifies a paragraph count instead of a byte count, amounts in excess of 64K can be reserved. The amount of memory previously allocated to the TSR will then be modified to match the amount specified in the DX register, and control will be returned to the parent process, usually the COMMAND.COM program loader.

COMMAND.COM now allocates all memory that is available when it loads a program, unless the program file header specifies a lesser amount. Only an .EXE file has such a header. Once loaded, a program can use the new memory management calls to release previously allocated memory, or allocate new memory blocks. It is a good idea to reduce the program loader’s allocation as soon as practical after a program loads. Otherwise, it will interfere with a resident TSR, such as a print spooler, that might need to allocate memory dynamically while your program is running.

With the TSR system call and the interrupt-driven design of DOS, you’ve got all the ingredients for multitasking. It
Bluestreak Plus Communications (two ports, programmer's interface, terminal emulation)...
CQL Query System (SQL retrievals plus windows)
GraphiC 4.1 (high-resolution, DISPLA-style scientific plots in color & hardcopy)
Barcode Generator (specify Code 39 (alphanumeric), interleaved 2 of 5 (numeric), or UPC)
Greenleaf Data Windows (windows, menus, forms, data entry, interactive form design)
Aspen Software PC Curses (System V compatible, extensive documentation)
Vitamin C (MacWindows)
TurboTeX (TRIP certified; HP, PS, dot drivers; CM fonts; LaTeX)
Essential resident C (TSRify C programs, DOS shared libraries)
Essential C Utility Library (400 useful C functions)
Essential Communications Library (C functions for RS-232-based communication systems)
Greenleaf Communications Library (interrupt mode, modem control, XON-XOFF)
Greenleaf Functions (296 useful C functions, all DOS services)
OS/88 (Unix-like operating system, many tools, cross-development from MS-DOS)
Turbo C Graphics Library (all popular adapters, hidden line removal)
American Software Resident-C (TSRify C programs)
PC Curses Package (full System V, menu and data entry examples)
CCTree (B+ tree ISAM driver, multiple variable-length keys)
Minix Operating System (Unix-like operating system, includes manual)
PC/IP (CMU/MIT TCP/IP implementation for PCs)
B-Tree Library & ISAM Driver (file system utilities by Softocus)
The Profiler (program execution profile tool)
Entelekon Function Library (screen, graphics, keyboard, string, printer, etc.)
Entelekon Power Windows (menus, overlays, messages, alarms, file handling, etc.)
WinD Operator System Construction Kit or PCNX, PCVMS O/S Shells
C Windows Toolkit (pop-up, pull-down, spreadsheet, CGA/EGA/Hercules)
Professional C Windows (windows and keyboard functions)
JATE Async Terminal Emulator (includes file transfer and menu subsystem)
Multi-Ultra BBS (chat, mail, menus, sysop displays; uses Galacticomm modem card)
Heap Expander (dynamic memory manager for expanded memory)
Make (macros, all languages, built-in rules)
Vector-to-Raster Conversion (stroke letters & Tektronix 4010 codes to bitmaps)
Coder's Prolog (inference engine for use with C programs)
C-Help (pop-up help for C programmers... add your own notes)
Biggerstaff's System Tools (multitasking, interrupt, task management, semaphores)
ME (programmer's editor with C-like macro language by Magma Software)
Professional C Windows (lean & mean window and keyboard handler)
WKS Library (C program interface to Lotus 1-2-3 program & files)
Quincy (interactive C interpreter)
EZ_ASM (assembly language macro bridging C and MASM)
P'Tree (parsing tree management)
HELP! (pop-up help system builder)
Multi-Ultra BBS (chat, mail, menus, sysop displays; uses Galacticomm modem card)
Stack Expander (dynamic memory manager for expanded memory)
Make (macros, all languages, built-in rules)
Translate Rules to C (YACC-like function generator for rule-based systems)
6-Pack of Editors (six public domain editors for use, study & hacking)
ICON (string and list processing language, Version 6 and update)
LEX (lexical analyzer generator)
Bison & PRPP (YACC workalike parser generator & attribute grammar preprocessor)
AutoTrace (program tracer and memory trasher catcher)
C Compiler Torture Test (checks a C compiler against K & R)
Benchmark Package (C compiler, PC hardware, and Unix system)
TN3270 (remote login to IBM VM/CMS as a 3270 terminal on a 3274 controller)
A68 (68000 cross-assembler)
List-Pac (C functions for lists, stacks, and queues)
XLT Macro Processor (general purpose text translator)
Data
WordCruncher (text retrieval & document analysis program)
DNA Sequences (GenBank 5.0 including fast similarity search program)
Protein Sequences (5,415 sequences, 1,302,966 residues, with similarity search program)
Webster's Second Dictionary (234,992 words)
U.S. Cities (names and longitude/latitude of 32,000 U.S. cities and 6,000 state boundary points)
The World Digitized (100,000 longitude/latitude of world country boundaries)
KST Fonts (13,200 characters in 139 mixed fonts; specify TeX or bitmap format)
USNO Floppy Almanac (high-precision moon, sun, planet and star positions)
NBS Hershey Fonts (1,377 stroke characters in 14 fonts)
U.S. Map (15,701 points of state boundaries)
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Voice: (512) 258-0785
BBS: (512) 258-8831
FidoNet: 1:382:12
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Free shipping on prepaid orders For delivery in Texas add 7% MasterCard/VISA
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BBS: (512) 258-8831
FidoNet: 1:382:12
was only a matter of time until programmers began writing TSR programs that started intercepting keyboard and timer interrupts to seize control from running programs. And when memory management was disengaged from the TSR call, the stage was set for application programs, TSR utilities, and the operating system itself to compete for—and quickly consume—memory up to the limits of the CPU. A way to break the 640K-DOS and one-megabyte Intel 8088 memory barriers was needed.

**Early Memory Expansion Attempts**

The initial exodus to DOS-based systems was fueled by the memory constraints of the 8-bit systems that dominated the business microcomputer market of the past. These systems used 16 address lines controlled by 16-bit offset registers to access memory and were thus limited to accessing 2ⁱ⁶ or 64K of memory. In an attempt to stem the tide, banked switched memory was introduced. Banked switched memory contains special circuitry that can, on receipt of a command via an I/O port, electronically disconnect the address lines from a block of memory chips and reconnect them to a different block. In theory, this technique could be used to access an almost unlimited amount of memory.

Lack of a standard industry-wide scheme is the primary reason banked switched memory didn’t save the day for 8-bit systems. A variety of hardware manufacturers adopted their own bank-switching protocols. The dominant 8-bit operating system vendor, Digital Research, provided only limited support. The BIOS of CP/M+ and M/PM-80 provided standardized bank-switching hooks, but only the operating system could use them. No provision was made to allow an application program to requisition additional memory. Usable program space could only approach the 64K limit, never exceed it.

In contrast, the Intel 8088 processor of the IBM PC has 16 address lines for access to 2²⁰ bytes (1 megabyte) of memory. But having only 16-bit-wide registers, it takes two registers together to specify an address. In addition to a register that specifies an offset, a second kind of register, called a segment register, identifies the 64K block within which the offset registers operate. By changing the value in one of three segment registers, the 64K window seen by an offset register is changed. The advantage to application programs on the 8088 over 8-bit bank switching is that the procedure for moving the 64K window is clearly fixed in the instruction set of the processor.

**Extended Memory**

The CPU manufacturer, Intel, tried to extend memory limits from 1 MB to 16 MB with the 80286 processor. The 286 has 24 address lines but still has only 16-bit registers. To access the memory between 2 MB and 16 MB, known as Extended Memory, the 286 must go into protected mode, where segment registers are used to find 24-bit segment addresses in a memory structure called a descriptor table. Only a few programs, such as IBM’s VDISK, use this memory because DOS has no extended memory allocation facilities, and the operating system, as well as most real mode programs, wouldn’t run correctly in protected mode.

**Expanded Memory (LIMS or EMS)**

As far back as 1985, Lotus Development Corporation and Intel announced their Expanded Memory Specification (EMS). This specification was designed to be compatible with existing software. When Microsoft joined in, it became known as the LIM specification (LIMS). This memory is often referred to as LIM memory, EMS memory, or expanded memory. EMS memory is bank-switched.

EMS calls for an Expanded Memory Manager (EMM), which is implemented as a device driver. The EMM can be opened using the device name EMMXXXO, but normal manipulation is done with a software interrupt as an entry point. As when accessing the operating system, functions are called by putting a function number, with 40h corresponding to function number 1, in the AH register and executing INT 67h.

EMS 3.x dictates that all bank switching into the CPU address space be confined to a 64K window, called a page frame, which must be located between the addresses of 768K and 960K. Various portions of the memory above 640K are dedicated to video RAM, disk controllers, and BIOS ROM, depending on the hardware configuration. Most EMS boards come with a utility that tests this area and reports unoccupied memory banks. Some EMS boards require that the address of the page frame be set on dip switches before it is inserted. Others require that it be specified as an argument in the CONFIG.SYS device statement.

Within the 64K page frame reside four subwindows referred to as pages. The standard page is 16K in size. These pages constitute four separate windows that look into the actual pages located on the EMS memory board. Different 16K pages of EMS memory can be bank-switched within the 64K window independently, or all four can be switched in sequence to look like a single window with pages 64K in size.

A number of different manufacturers, including IBM, supply EMS boards. The leading application software that takes advantage of EMS memory is the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program. As one of the movers behind EMS, Lotus uses it for data storage of spreadsheets that can span up to 2 MB. There are also a number of RAM disk and disk-caching utilities that use EMS.

**Enhanced Expanded Memory (EEMS)**

Not everyone was satisfied with the original EMS. In particular, Ashton-Tate, Quadram, and AST formulated an Enhanced Expanded Memory Specification, known as EEMS. The goal of EEMS was to make expanded memory as general purpose and as efficient as possible.

EEMS was defined with functions 1 to 15 identical to those of EMS (Table 1). This means that any program written for EMS will run under EEMS. What EEMS added were five new functions numbered 33–34, and 41–43. The major EMS rule which EEMS breaks is to allow bank switching to take place anywhere. Microsoft was understandably reluctant to support bank switching below 640K, in what is called conventional memory, out of fear that some part of the operating system might not be present when called.
A Reliable PC/XT Compatible for the Cornerstone of Your Products

SLICER Announces The SLY40-XT.
The SLY40-XT is a small (4-1/4" by 9-1/4") four layer card featuring all of a PC/XT mother board functions. This board is composed of just 17 low power CMOS ICs, and it simply plugs into a passive back plane or SLICER's TEN SLOT BUS BOARD.

• NEC's 8 MHZ V40
• One Megabyte of Zero Wait State RAM
• Ideal For Tough Industrial, OEM and Portable Applications
• American Made and Fully Supported by Slicer

PC and XT Are Trademarks of International Business Machines

Slicer Computers Inc.
3450 Snelling Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
612/724-2710
Telex 501357 SLICER UD

Very High Resolution Color and Monochrome Display Systems

• Based on the TMS34010 32 bit graphics CPU - Amazing performance at a reasonable price.
• 800 by 1024 display, 2 bits per pixel for high resolution grey scale.
• PC, XT, and AT Compatible!
• FAST hardware emulation for CGA, Monochrome, and Hercules graphics modes.
• Primary operating software supplied. DGIS based support available for very high performance interfaces to CAD, simulation, and windowing application.

* SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER: PC Tech is offering the complete video system (monitor shown above, graphics adapter card, cables and emulation software) for a special introductory price of $995 plus shipping and handling. Bank card orders welcome.

Designed, Sold and Serviced By:

PC Tech
904 N. 6th St.
Lake City, MN 55041
(612) 345-4555

PC, XT, and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
DGIS is a trademark of Graphic Software Systems, Inc.
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Introducing the OpenEnde ™ Intelligent Multi-Channel Communications Board for PS/2.

And your choice of I/O Mates.™

Now, with DigiBoard OpenEnde ™ Intelligent Communications Boards, you can channel the power of IBM Personal System/2 to up to 32 users. 400% faster than the boards you're probably using now.

But what really sets DigiBoard OpenEnders apart is that you only have to pay for the expensive intelligent part once. Because your I/O functions are handled by affordable I/O Mate™ modules that simply plug in.

So, for the first time in the history of intelligent communications boards, your I/O options are wide open. And they always will be.

Call 1-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, (612) 922-8055.
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MICROSOFT, TURBO AND MIX POWER C PROGRAMMERS... C WINDOWS TOOLKIT PUTS YOU IN CHARGE OF VIDEO!

C Windows Toolkit is the only C programmer's windowing package that comes with a complete tutorial on monochrome Hercules, CGA and EGA video. We don't just provide the functions, we also explain how to use them reliably.

And C Windows Toolkit comes with full, commented source code (would you trust a package that didn't?).

**WINODING FUNCTIONS**
- Create pop-up windows
- Create pull-down menus
- Create spreadsheet menus
- Create context-sensitive help screens
- Store windows for recall later
- Free memory used by windows
- Use 8 different types of exploding windows

**EGA/VGA SUPPORT**
- Use all 64 EGA colors
- Use EGA 43 line mode
- Use 2 fonts simultaneously
- Design custom fonts
- Smooth scroll the screen
- Smooth pan the screen

**FAST SCREEN I/O**
- Write to the screen lighting fast
- Write formatted output (like printf())
- Get snow-free output on the CGA
- Scroll the screen
- Read characters off the screen

**HERCULES SUPPORT**
- Detect the presence of a Hercules Card
- Detect Ramfont support
- Load a Ramfont
- Switch between modes
- Detect the presence of a Hercules Card
- Detect Ramfont support
- Load a Ramfont
- Switch between modes

**SYSTEM SUPPORT**
- Detect how many video adapters are present
- Detect the types of video adapter installed
- Switch between adapters
- Detect ANSI SYM
- Control the size and position of the cursor
- Detect the Enhanced Keyboard
- Disable the video signal
- Delay program execution to microseconds resolution

Over 60 functions that enhance your productivity.

Full source code included — No run-time royalties
Includes 900 page manual — 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

**EMS 4.0**
With the coming of 32-bit processors and extended memory operating systems, a continued divergence of standards for breaking memory barriers on 16-bit real mode systems could set the stage for history to repeat itself. Recognizing this, in August 1987 the leading proponents of both EMS and EEMS announced EMS 4.0 which subsumes the functionality of both standards. Bank switching is back again, this time with a unified standard.

EMS 4.0 raises the maximum amount of expanded memory supported from 8 MB to 32 MB. The size of the page frame available to applications programs is also increased from 64K to 192K; twelve 16K pages may now fill the 768K to 960K region. And Microsoft has relented by allowing an additional 24 pages to occupy a second page frame in the region from 256K to 640K, with the caution that this region is intended for operating system and environment use only.

Although EMS 4.0 provides the functionality of EEMS, it does not duplicate the extra EEMS functions verbatim. Existing EMS software will have to be modified in order to run under a standard EMS 4.0 driver, although there is no reason why AST couldn't support both EMS and EMS 4.0 with one driver since there are no conflicting calls. EMS 4.0 provides new functions numbered 16-30 that can accomplish almost everything that EEMS does. The only exception is that EMS 4.0 recommends that EEMS function 34 for generic accelerator card support be implemented to coordinate with coprocessors that do their own buffering.

Function 17, Map/Unmap Multiple Handle Pages is the EMS 4.0 version of the EEMS cornerstone function 43, which achieves high performance by allowing multiple pages...
to be bank-switched with one call. Multitasking environments can utilize this function to rapidly switch from one task to another.

But EMS 4.0 goes further than just duplicating EEMS functionality. Besides getting input from AST, Borland was consulted on what it would like. As the marketer of Sidekick, the program that leads the TSR handwagon and is largely responsible for consuming microcomputer memory in the first place, this is only fitting.

The information detailing which actual pages of EMS memory are mapped into which particular page frames in the CPU address space is called a mapping context. TSRs that alter page mapping strictly for data storage must explicitly save and restore the mapping context. This is to avoid interference with an interrupted application that might have also been using expanded memory. To ensure compatibility with EMS 3.x, functions 8 and 9, which save and restore mapping contexts, deal only with the old 64K window. To deal with the larger-sized context array associated with the higher capacities of EMS 4.0, the new functions 15 and 16 are provided. The mapping context is saved in a manner, the size of which is determined by a subroutine of function 15. Function 16 lets you save a partial context for greater efficiency when you’ll be using only a small number of pages.

For TSR utilities, pop-up programs, and even as an alternative to the use of disk overlays, functions 22 and 23 are added. These are intended to allow a program to put the bulk of its code or overlays into expanded memory and, when activated, allow its kernel (which must reside in conventional memory) to either jump to (function 22) or call (function 23) the previously loaded code not currently visible in any window. These functions automatically bank switch in the code and transfer control to it. In the case of the call (function 23), the EMS memory context at the time of the invocation is saved. When the code in the called subroutine, residing in EMS memory, issues a FAR RET instruction, the saved mapping context is restored before control is returned to the caller. Function 23 is especially handy for code in EMS memory that needs to call other code that has been loaded to different EMS memory pages. Note that although EMS 4.0 now ratifies code being executed in EMS memory, it cautions against putting a program’s stack in expanded memory. These functions promise to reduce the conventional memory consumed by TSRs.

### Table: LIM EMS 3.2 AQA 4.0 EEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LIM EMS</th>
<th>AQA 3.2</th>
<th>AQA 4.0</th>
<th>EEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Get/set handle name</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Get handle directory</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Jump without saving context</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Call then restore context</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Copy/resize memory region</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Get physical mapping array</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Get EMS hardware information</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Allocate nonstandard-sized pages</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Allocate DMA/alternate registers</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Prepare for warm boot</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Enable/disable OS/E functions</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Get user physical mapping array</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Generic accelerator card support</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Get entire physical mapping array</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Map page within entire page frame</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Get/set multiple pages</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Accessing Expanded Memory Pages

Expanded memory pages are accessed in a way that is similar to the way files are accessed. You have to first obtain a handle number by issuing an ALLOCATE PAGES call (function 4). You just put the number of 16K pages you want allocated into the BX register and the EMM returns a handle number in the DX register. Future page manipulation requires specifying the handle number. Function 18 has been added to increase or decrease the page allocation associated with a handle.

To facilitate interprocess communication and memory sharing, EMS 4.0 also introduces the concept of associating names with handles. Families of related TSRs that agree on a naming convention can share data or send messages to each other via expanded memory pages. Function 20 returns the handle number with which an agreed name is associated. A communication program running in the background, for instance, could send data into a named region of expanded memory that a spreadsheet program was monitoring. Function 21 provides further support with handle name searching and directory functions.

Special protected support functions are provided exclusively for the use of operating systems and environments. Packages like DOS and Concurrent PC-DOS are considered operating systems while packages that ride on top of DOS, such as DESQview and Microsoft Windows, are considered environments. Function 30 provides protection by returning a pseudo-randomly generated number to be used as an access key. The access key can be obtained only on the first invocation, unless it is given back to the EMM. With the access key, function 30 can be used to enable or disable functions 26 and 28. Function 26 returns low-level information about the EMS hardware, such as availability of alternate mapping register sets and special DMA hardware. Alternate register sets, if available, can obviate the need for saving context information in memory arrays, making for extremely rapid task switching and mapping context restoration. Special DMA channels on some boards are capable of transferring blocks of data between processor memory and the EMS board independently of the page mapping; a multiprocessing environment could do bank switching without waiting for DMA transfers to complete. Function 28 allows you to use these DMA and alternate register set capabilities.

Another unique feature is that EMS 4.0 RAM disks can be made to survive a warm boot. Function 19 assigns a nonvolatility attribute that tells the EMM to preserve the handle and allocation contents across a warm boot. However, not all systems will be able to support this feature. EMS boards plugged into systems that interrupt memory refresh during warm boot will be able to provide this capability only if the EMS board generates its own refresh signals.

Upgrading to EMS 4.0

One thing the current owners of EMS boards want to know is, can they upgrade to EMS 4.0 by just getting a new device driver. Absolutely—although a board that isn’t physically able to bank switch more than a 64K window or place a window below 640K won’t be able to do that with only a new driver. Nevertheless, upgrading to a new driver will at least provide the added functionality of named handles as well as jumps and calls into EMS.

Keep in mind that EMS drivers are hardware-specific. The new EMM will have to come from your EMS board manufacturer unless you have a clone of a popular product. Intel was the first to release a 4.0 driver, but the version I’ve seen doesn’t have a provision for specifying page frames larger than 64K. AST boards have always had this capability, and a new driver should provide all EMS 4.0 capabilities.

The only other possibly limiting factor is the systems unit the EMS board is plugged into. An EMS card can only manipulate memory that is on the board. To locate a page frame below 640K, the EMS board rather than the systems unit should supply memory for this region. An ideal setup would be for the motherboard to supply the lowest 256K of memory, with the balance backfilled by the EMS board.

The next most asked question is how does EMS 4.0 fit in with the trend toward the 32-bit 80386 processor and the protected mode OS/2 operating system?

At first blush, you might think that since EMS 4.0 was designed to forestall the demise of 16-bit CPUs, all an 80386 could do with EMS 4.0 is make it run faster. Not so. EMS 4.0 seems to have been conceived with 80386 virtual 8086 (V86) mode in mind.

EMS, the 80386 and OS/2

V86 mode allows any 8086 operating system or application program to run on an 80386. In V86 mode, addresses are formed with segment and offset registers in the same way as they are on the 8086. Although this bypasses the descriptor translation that is normally performed in protected mode, page translation is still fully available. Page translation is a memory management feature that uses lookup tables to translate memory addresses before they are sent to the address bus. This allows a memory manager to rearrange the layout of memory throughout the entire extended memory address space by simply changing table entries. Such a capability is perfect for an EMM, and no additional hardware is needed. Indeed, this is exactly what the Compaq 386’s CEMM.SYS does. A number of 386 AT clones are beginning to appear supplied with similar EMM device drivers (see “Memory Addressing on the 80386,” Micro/Systems Journal, November/December 1987).

And how about EMS 4.0 and OS/2? This protected mode operating system was designed to run in the vast expanses of extended memory. Running on an 80386 machine, OS/2 would have no need for EMS, other than to emulate it for DOS programs running in its DOS 3.x Compatibility Box. On an 80286, however, OS/2 could use an EMS board to make up for the paging hardware the 286 coprocessor lacks. But note that, without EMS hardware, full EMS emulation cannot be done on an 80286-based system. For example, data aliasing, a technique whereby data written to a single actual EMS page can be made to appear in more than one page frame simultaneously, cannot be achieved by emulation.

Summing Up

In sum, then, EMS 4.0 is an operating system extension that, counting subfunctions, adds 55 new memory management calls to DOS. Managing a memory region the same size as the maximum size of a DOS hard disk, it’s almost an operating system in its own right. With its context-saving services, code execution capabilities, rapid task switching, interprocess communication, and operating system security functions, only the most sophisticated applications may require OS/2. In fact, Microsoft has promised that its Windows will fully support EMS 4.0 with a user interface (without advanced features such as the scheduler) identical to the OS/2 Windows/Presentation Manager.

The next logical step is for DOS to integrate its internal memory management functions with those of EMS. Wouldn’t it be nice if, when you allocated memory using function 49h of INT 21h, the operating system would take care of accessing the EMM and bank switch some memory into a suitable place for you to use it? •

Howard Vigorita, who serves as vice president of the New York Amateur Computer Club, is an attorney on the staff of the United States District Court in New York.

Did you find this article particularly useful?
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Multitasking Under OS/2

by George Miller

Interprocess communications and dynamic linking are what give IBM's Operating System 2 its multitasking power.

OS/2 is a true multitasking operating system incorporating a number of different process-abstraction levels and interprocess-communication techniques. OS/2's kernel functions are kept to a minimum, because new functions can be added using the dynamic-link facility built into the OS/2 kernel. The implications of the dynamic link facility will be covered in more detail later.

The enhanced version of OS/2 (Version 1.1) will incorporate a graphics interface called the Presentation Manager. The Presentation Manager will provide additional synchronization facilities for use with the graphics-based window support system. These functions will not be addressed here since they are not available in the current version of OS/2 (Version 1.0).

Multitasking Model

A typical OS/2 environment is illustrated in Figure 1. The OS/2 process model has a number of different abstraction levels including "sessions," "processes," and "threads" (see Table 1). A session is a way for OS/2 to identify a program that may have one or more simultaneous paths of execution. There may be multiple sessions between which a user can switch. In general, a session will have a logical screen associated with it through which the user interacts with that session. The OS/2 session manager is used to switch between the logical screens.

A process is an executing program and it is executed within a session. A process is a collection of resources, such as files, memory segments, etc.

A process also includes one or more threads. A thread is the actual executing part of a process. Threads can be created and suspended, and they may terminate. A process terminates after all of its threads terminate. The thread concept allows multitasking to occur within a process as well as among processes.

Threads are designed to be created quickly and to require minimal overhead. This contrasts with sessions and processes, which are much more complex and have overhead associated with their creation or termination.

The maximum number of threads cannot exceed 255 and is set when OS/2 is loaded. The thread limit is set in the CONFIG.SYS file and should be large enough to accommodate the number of simultaneous programs to be run by OS/2. The limit cannot be changed after OS/2 is loaded. The limit may alter the way programs are written, and threads cannot be created with impunity because of this limit. Even so, it is very practical to divide a program into as many as a dozen threads, if necessary.

OS/2 contains a round-robin, priority-based, real-time scheduler. Processes and individual threads can change their priority as well as their priority class. Real-time threads have the highest priority for the best response time. Normal threads have a lower priority, while threads that are idle and waiting for a signal can select an even lower class. OS/2 handles threads within the same priority level in a round-robin fashion to allow programs equal access to the computing resources.
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Threads within a process are assumed to be cooperative because they may access any resource that is part of the process, including program code, stacks, and data segments. It is possible for one thread to corrupt the execution stack of another thread accidentally. However, resources of a process are protected from another by OS/2. This prevents a thread in one process from corrupting OS/2 or another process when multiple programs or terminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) programs are loaded.

The protection mechanism is provided by the protected mode of the 80286 and 80386. The hardware protection mechanism provides four levels of security. The OS/2 kernel has the highest privilege level, is the most secure, and has access to all memory and I/O. Application programs have the lowest privilege level while device drivers occupy the middle level. The other privilege level is not used by OS/2. The protection mechanism also isolates programs at the same protection level. Special segment descriptors called "gates" are used to move from level to level. More information on this mechanism can be found in Intel's 80286 and 80386 technical reference manuals. In general, this is transparent to the OS/2 application programmer.

Because of this protection, all interprocess communication must use OS/2 supplied functions. Communication between threads within a single process can use these facilities as well as shared-process resources, such as files and memory.

**Interprocess Communication**

OS/2 provides a number of different interprocess communication methods using resources such as "signals," "semaphores," "critical sections," "pipes," "queues," and "shared memory" (see Table 1). These basic methods can be augmented with additional functions that can be made available to all programs via the dynamic-link capability. OS/2 uses 16-bit handles for most resource manipulation, including files, processes, threads and queues. Other resources use 32-bit selector/offset memory addresses, including semaphores and memory segments.

Signals and semaphores are similar items, but semaphores can be shared among threads and created as necessary, while signals are associated with a process and are limited in type and number. Unlike a semaphore, a thread cannot wait for a signal to be set. Instead, a routine can be assigned to a signal. The routine is called when the signal is set. It can start a task that is waiting by setting a semaphore using one of OS/2's interprocess communication methods. One standard signal is the "critical error handler." This signal mechanism essentially replaces the special interrupt handlers found in DOS.

---

**Figure 1. Sample OS/2 Environment**

An OS/2 "session" is a group of one or more processes. A "process" has at least one active thread associated with it. Each thread has access to any resources owned by a process. All "resources" allocated by a thread become part of the process. "Pipes" can be shared with a child process, and "named pipes" (available under the LAN Manager extension) allow pipes to be between any process. "Queues" can be shared with other processes and provide a message-oriented communication channel that can have messages delivered in LIFO, FIFO, or priority order. "Semaphores" are also objects that can be shared with any thread. "Queues" can be augmented using semaphores, or a queue-style object can be built using semaphores and "shared-memory" segments. "Signals" are associated with a process, and each signal can have a routine associated with it. The "routine" can set a semaphore for which a thread can wait.
Semaphores are simple flags that can be set and reset. A thread can wait for one or more semaphores to change state. Semaphores are normally used to control access to other resources, such as files and shared memory. Semaphores are integrated into OS/2 and can be named and opened by name.

Alternatives to semaphores, in some cases within a process, are the DosEnterCritSec and DosExitCritSec functions. These functions prevent all other threads in a process from running except the calling thread. Such an approach is normally used to implement atomic operations within a process more efficiently than one could by using semaphores.

Exchanging information among processes can be done using pipes, queues, and shared memory. Pipes are special files that look like sequential files. Pipes in the basic version of OS/2 are unnamed and can only be shared among threads within the same process or among threads within child processes. The latter is accomplished using inherited files. Unfortunately, this mechanism is not as useful for arbitrary communication among processes. However, the LAN manager support in OS/2 does provide a feature called "named pipes." This allows any program to create a pipe and have any other program access it. Pipes work well for exchanging serial data but do not have the prioritizing mechanism of queues. Pipes use an internal buffer that allows data to be written into the pipe/file in small amounts. Pipes can also be used from any programming language that supports files.

Queues, on the other hand, require a special set of functions not related to files. Queues can be named and shared among programs. Queue data is message oriented. A message is of variable size but must be placed into and removed from a queue as a single item. This is unlike a pipe, in which all information appears as a logical stream of bytes. Queues can order messages in LIFO (last in, first out), FIFO (first in, first out), and priority order. The information in messages is not defined. Large amounts of information can be exchanged among processes on the same computer using queues and selectors to shared-memory segments.

Shared-memory segments are a mechanism available through OS/2 that can be very useful and efficient. However, unlike DOS, a process cannot arbitrarily access the memory of another process without permission. Shared-memory segments in OS/2 are a way to give permission. Selectors for these segments can be exchanged among threads using pipes or queues. It is also possible to allocate a shared segment and give it a name, as with named pipes and queues. Access to shared-memory segments is normally controlled using semaphores and queues.

The basic interprocess communication methods provided by OS/2 are very powerful. They do not provide all the options. It is easy to come up with other useful methods, such as bidirectional and random-access pipes. Luckily these can be created using the basic OS/2 facilities.
Table 1. List of OS/2 Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Functions</th>
<th>Thread Functions</th>
<th>Session Functions</th>
<th>Signal Functions</th>
<th>Timer Functions</th>
<th>Pipe Functions</th>
<th>Queue Functions</th>
<th>Semaphore Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dos CWait</td>
<td>DosEnterCritSec</td>
<td>DosSelectSession</td>
<td>DosFlagProcess</td>
<td>DosSleep</td>
<td>DosMakePipe</td>
<td>DosCloseQueue</td>
<td>DosCloseSem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DosExecPgm</td>
<td>DosCreateCritSec</td>
<td>DosSetSession</td>
<td>DosHoldSignal</td>
<td>DosTimerAsync</td>
<td></td>
<td>DosCreateQueue</td>
<td>DosCreateSem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DosExit</td>
<td>DosCreateThread</td>
<td>DosStartSession</td>
<td>DosSetSigHandler</td>
<td>DosTimerStart</td>
<td></td>
<td>DosOpenQueue</td>
<td>DosMuxSemWait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DosKillProcess</td>
<td>DosGetPrty</td>
<td>DosStopSession</td>
<td>DosResumeThread</td>
<td>DosTimerStop</td>
<td></td>
<td>DosPeekQueue</td>
<td>DosOpenSem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DosExitList</td>
<td>DosResumeThread</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DosQueryQueue</td>
<td>DosSemClear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DosSetPrty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DosReadQueue</td>
<td>DosSemRequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DosSuspendThread</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DosWriteQueue</td>
<td>DosSemSet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DosExitCritSec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DosSemSetWait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DosSemWait</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process-related functions can be executed by any thread within the process. The DosExit function can selectively terminate a thread or the entire process and its children. The exit list is a set of functions to be executed when a process is set to terminate. These functions should be short cleanup routines.

Thread-specific functions allow control of a thread’s own execution or of other threads within a process. One thread can suspend and resume another, but it cannot terminate it, which is unfortunate. Priority can be set at a process- and thread-level.

Session functions are simple and direct. They do not have to be used, but they allow a process to manage sessions. Sessions allow control of multiple processes, in the same sense that multiple threads are controlled as a single process. However, a session is a more nebulous entity, since the programs within it may not be related.

Signals are process resources that are related to DOS support interrupts such as critical error and control-break. Like DOS interrupts, signals can be turned on and off. Also, signals can only be processed when they are turned on. The DosFlagProcess function can be used on any process whose handle is available to a thread.

General timer operations are available to any thread. Timers can be periodic or singular. Timers can be used to record a duration or cause an event to occur. Timers can be set by one thread and read by another thread within the same process.

This single function is all there is for pipe support, since all other operations are standard file operations. DosMakePipe returns two file handles: one input file and one output file.

Queues are single-reader, multiple-writer interprocess-communication devices. The creator of a queue is able to read the queue. This includes multiple threads within the same process but not multiple processes.

Semaphores are simple entities that can be set and reset. They can be made available to threads outside the process that creates them. Semaphores can be used for mutual exclusion of resources. Semaphores cannot pass any information between the thread that sets it and a thread that clears it. As such, other mechanisms must be used to exchange information.
Adding New Facilities

The dynamic links are a facility found in OS/2 and in Windows. The facility allows a program to gain access to support functions directly instead of using the indirect methods provided by DOS. For example, DOS functions are normally accessed via interrupt 21 hex. An individual function is specified using a function code in a particular register. The interrupt routine uses this function code to jump to the corresponding support routine. This approach works because the location of interrupt 21 is known to all programs but the locations of the support routines are not.

Dynamic linking lets a program call the support routines directly, eliminating the overhead of the function code and the function selection code. The linker for OS/2 programs places the name of the function in the .EXE file, along with the references to it. The OS/2 loader uses this name and reference list to resolve the references using actual addresses. OS/2 system functions are provided to a program using dynamic links.

The specific features found in OS/2 are not unique to this operating system, but the combination of features is unique.

Dynamic links can be provided by other programs and with dynamic-link libraries. Functions supplied this way are indistinguishable from functions supplied by OS/2. There is also no additional overhead. Simulating or masking functions in DOS normally means replacing the interrupt 21 handler and forwarding the appropriate function calls to it.

Although most links are resolved at program load time, it is possible for a program to make links after it is running and to use them as necessary.

Summary

OS/2 provides a very powerful multitasking process model, along with a set of intertask communication facilities and functions. The dynamic link feature of OS/2 allows extensions to be made in a transparent fashion. Additional pieces of OS/2 provide new features using this capability, including items such as named pipes via the OS/2 LAN Manager and window message facilities provided as part of the OS/2 Presentation Manager.

The features found in OS/2 are not unique to this operating system but the combination is unique. Overall, it is a well-thought-out design that is flexible and extensible. The kinds of programs that can be written under OS/2 will certainly be more interesting than those that can be created under DOS. This overview has tried to provide an idea of how these programs can work.

George Miller is a network systems analyst based in New Jersey who has an interest in LANs, high-performance computers, and graphic environments.
THEOS 286-V
Operating System

A multiuser, multitasking operating system that taps 80286 protected mode and breaks the 640K memory barrier.

by Walter Stagner

THEOS 286-V is a multiuser, multitasking operating system that incorporates many new features including EGA support, BASIC language support of the 80287 math coprocessor, support for PC terminals, a hardware security device to discourage software piracy, and support for several foreign character sets. THEOS development and licensing is strictly controlled by THEOS Software Corporation; thus, application software developed under THEOS 286-V will run on any hardware that runs the operating system.

THEOS 286-V runs on most 80286-based systems, including PCs from Compaq, IBM, ITT, NCR, Sperry, Televideo, Victor, and Wyse. It also runs on super-microcomputers from IBC, Third Coast Technologies, and Altos.

I evaluated THEOS on a Compaq DeskPro 386 with 2 MB of RAM, a 40 MB hard disk, and a Compaq color monitor with an EGA card. THEOS requires a minimum of 640K of RAM, one parallel port, and a hard disk. The operating-system files occupy approximately 1.75 MB of disk space.

THEOS 286-V supports three users on a standard IBM PC/AT. Up to 32 users and 16 spoiled printers can be supported by increasing the system's memory beyond the minimum 640K and adding serial port cards and ASCII terminals. With EEMS (Enhanced Expanded Memory Specification) memory boards, THEOS 286-V can address up to 16 MB of memory, allowing many large programs to be in memory for quick access. The 80286/80386's memory management capabilities are utilized to prevent users from crashing a system or writing over another user's files and data.

Memory Management
Memory allocation for the operating system, applications, and data files is automatic and transparent to the user. During the boot process, THEOS reads the CMOS data ROM chip to determine the size of the system's memory and find out if a math coprocessor is installed.

THEOS uses the available memory, up to 16 MB, to store application programs or frequently used operating system commands, thus speeding their execution. These programs or commands may be loaded into memory automatically at boot time by using the SYSGEN command. To conserve memory, compiled BASIC and C programs and all operating system commands are "re-entrant." Whenever a program or operating system command is executed, THEOS searches the memory to determine if the program has been loaded. If it has been, the program can be shared among the users.

THEOS works with the 80286's internal memory management circuitry, sectioning the memory into segments. Passage from one segment to another is tightly controlled by assigning each segment one of four security levels, the highest security level being reserved for the operating system. THEOS uses the chip's privilege level feature to assign internal priorities. The operating system kernel has the highest privilege level, while applications have the lowest privilege level.

Installation
The installation procedures are provided for PCs and super-micros. In both cases, the THEOS-supplied security device is first installed in the primary parallel port. Without it, THEOS will partially boot, displaying the copy-right notice and an error message instructing the user to "check connectors." This device has caused some controversy with users and programmers, but since it prevents unauthorized copying of operating system or application software, it has been generally accepted. The documentation explains how to install the device and what happens if it is not installed. A parallel printer can be plugged into the connector on the security device, if desired.

If DOS is already installed on the hard disk, the DOS partition must first be moved to the inner (higher numbered) cylinders before installing THEOS. This means that the DOS partition must be backed up and reinstalled. THEOS requires that disk cylinder zero not be assigned to any partition and that a minimum of 100 cylinders be allocated to THEOS. The DOS partition must begin after the THEOS partition.

Upon booting the system, THEOS displays an installation menu allowing the operator to select a new or upgraded installation. Next, the hard disk size program is executed. THEOS provides an extensive list of hard disk configurations from which to choose. Facilities also are provided on the menu to configure a hard disk not on the list (although you must know the number of heads and cylinders for the drive). THEOS can thus be configured easily for many PC compatibles. THEOS's automatic sector sparing routine, if selected, automatically maps out bad hard disk sectors (the procedure requires approximately one hour per 10 MB of disk space).

Near the end of the installation, I found it somewhat confusing when I was prompted to answer questions about buffers and what files are to be
Your 80386-based PC should run two to three times as fast as your old AT. This speed-up is primarily due to the doubling of the clock speed from 8 to 16 MHz. The new MicroWay products discussed below take advantage of the real power of your 80386, which is actually 4 to 16 times that of the old AT! These new products take advantage of the 32 bit registers and data bus of the 80386 and the Weitek 1167 numeric coprocessor chip set. They include a family of MicroWay 80386 compilers that run in protected mode and numeric coprocessor cards that utilize the Weitek technology.

The benefits of our new technologies include:
- An increase in addressable memory from 640K to 4 gigabytes using MS-DOS or Unix.
- A 12 fold increase in the speed of 32 bit integer arithmetic.
- A 4 to 16 fold increase in floating point speed over the 80387/80287 numeric coprocessors.

Equally important, whichever MicroWay product you choose, you can be assured of the same excellent pre- and post-sales support that has made MicroWay the world leader in PC numerics and high performance PC upgrades. For more information, please call the Technical Support Department at 617-746-7341. After July 1988 call 508-746-7341.
permanently loaded. Some guidance on these subjects should have been provided in the installation instructions and would have saved me a phone call and some time.

All in all, it takes about 30 minutes to install THEOS on a PC. On non-DOS super-micros and PCs without a DOS partition, it takes less time to install THEOS since the DOS partition does not have to be relocated.

Documentation
The run-time version of THEOS (which does not include the full-screen editor or BASIC) is supplied with a loose-leaf binder, PC-style reference manual and a spiral-bound Quickstart booklet. The manual is organized into sections on fundamentals, procedures, commands, LINEEDIT, and the EXEC language. Not surprisingly, the command section is the most detailed.

The Quickstart booklet details installing THEOS, multi-port expansion boards, and streaming tape drives. I would have preferred a step-by-step tutorial detailing installation procedures from beginning to end. Even experienced computer users need guidance when working with an unfamiliar operating system.

The THEOS Multi-User Development Kit is supplied in a loose-leaf binder inside a PC-style slipcase. The BASIC language documentation occupies the majority of the manual, while the Definitive C language (THEOS's version of C) and the text processor (Script and Edit) make up the balance. Much of the BASIC manual is devoted to examples of using BASIC commands, statements, and functions.

Getting Started
Considering the amount of detail in the documentation, it's surprising that a tutorial on how to get started has been omitted. Fortunately, THEOS provides on-line help. At the operating-system prompt one can enter HELP and THEOS displays a command summary and the function of each command. Specific help on any command, including the usage and command-line syntax, can be obtained by typing HELP and the THEOS command name.

Commands and Shells
Commands are entered via the Command String Interpreter (CSI), which accepts a string composed of commands and options. Over 50 commands are provided. A command may have one or more keywords that affect its operation associated with it. These keywords are called command options.

For example, the FILELIST command is used to display a disk directory on the default drive. The (PRT option is used with FILELIST to output the disk directory to the printer:

```
FILELIST (PRT)
```

CSI also checks the command line for proper syntax, allows recall and editing of the last 16 commands lines, and saves the command line in a CSI history file for subsequent recall.

LINEEDIT is a line editor included with the run-time version of THEOS. Although LINEEDIT is adequate and easy to learn, I highly recommend the full-screen editor called EDIT. EDIT creates and maintains files for use by system programs, such as the EXEC language, BASIC, and C compilers.

A three-level hierarchical system utilizes a main dictionary, libraries, and individual files.

Commands are entered via the EXEC language to define batch and interactive procedures to coordinate a series of program modules that comprise a software package. Programmers may create an EXEC menu program synonymous with an account name. Any person logging onto that account will be limited to performing the predetermined set of tasks specified by the menu. By varying the menu's complexity, programmers can fit their application package to each client's level of expertise. The EXEC language, in my opinion, is one of THEOS's most important features.

THEOS File System
THEOS has removed the burden of file access and organization from the programmer by providing support for file data types. Sequential files contain records that must be accessed in sequence or updated by appending records to the end of the file. Direct files are addressable by record number, permitting fast access. MultiWRITE utilizes direct files for its dictionary and thesaurus files. Keyed files are accessed by record key not maintained in any specific order. Indexed or ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access Method) files are accessed through a record index maintained in alphabetic order.

THEOS's three-level hierarchical file system utilizes a main directory, libraries, and individual files. The main directory and libraries are hashed files, so linear searches are not required. THEOS file descriptions consist of a file name and a file type, both of which can be up to eight characters in length. File descriptions are categorized as main directory entries. For convenience as well as speed, files can be organized into libraries. A library is a main directory entry with subcategory members. Libraries organize an account's files, enabling users to access files quickly and easily. Libraries are named in the following format:

```
filename.filename.type.membername
```

For example, I might store this document as THEOS.FILES.THEOSREV. If THEOS.FILES is designated as the current library, only the membername THEOSREV need be entered to access the file. Libraries are routinely used to organize the system. Program files can be stored in one library, data files in another, and help or screen files in another. All THEOS commands are stored in a library. Unlike DOS partitioned data sets, in which each member must have the same record format and organization, a THEOS library can contain members that have any THEOS-supported file type.

File access time is also improved through the use of directory buffering. THEOS retains up to 64K of the file di-
directory entries most recently used in memory. Since the directory buffer operates independently, it does not get swapped out of memory by unrelated processes. For software applications that open and close many files in a multiuser environment, directory buffering reduces the number of disk reads, thus improving program performance.

**Multiuser and Multitasking**

THEOS is inherently multiuser and multitasking. Although multitasking can be invoked by placing a job (such as compiling a program) in the background, THEOS also uses multitasking internally as a means of system resource management. If a process requests a resource that is not available, or if it requests input from an unused terminal, THEOS finds another task to execute until those resources are available, thus allowing more efficient multiuser operation.

To effect multiuser operation, a memory partition must be allocated for each user and each associated ASCII terminal using the START command. To start a memory partition, THEOS needs to know the user number, the port used, and the terminal type. For example, to allocate a memory partition for user 2 using a Televideo 950 terminal on port 2, enter the command

```
START 2 (S102 C31 B9600)
```

where START is the command, 2 is the user number, S102 is the physical port number, C31 is the THEOS class code driver for a Televideo 950 terminal, and B9600 is the terminal's baud rate. Class codes define the terminal type. All multiuser startup parameters can be automated at boot time by entering the data via the SYSGEN menu.

**Loading A THEOS Kernel**

THEOS provides two methods for adding users or for changing major operating-system parameters. The START command can be used to add a user, and the ATTACH command can be used to add peripherals, both without rebooting. The SYSGEN command provides an automatic menu system, allowing all multiuser operation parameters to be selected from a menu and stored for future boots. It also allows peripheral devices, such as printers, terminals, and disk drives, to be added.

Since THEOS, as supplied, is configured for only the main console, I would have appreciated more examples in the documentation to help me configure a larger capacity system.

**Electronic Mail**

THEOS provides the ability to communicate with other users on the system via the MSG (message) and MAILBOX commands. MSG sends messages to any terminal connected to the system. If a user is not logged on, the message is placed in the user's mailbox. If a user is already logged on, the message is displayed immediately. Users are informed of mail in their mailbox and must use the MAILBOX command to read their mail.

**DOS Compatibility**

THEOS and DOS partitions can be created on the hard disk, provided that THEOS is installed first. However, they cannot be run concurrently.

The GETFILE and PUTFILE commands allow the exchange of ASCII sequential files between THEOS and DOS. Access is permitted to either floppy or hard disk. GETFILE reads and translates a DOS file into THEOS format placing it in the THEOS partition or onto a DOS-formatted floppy disk. GETFILE can use wild card characters as well as DOS path names. GETFILE can also display a DOS directory on the specified drive.

PUTFILE translates a THEOS file into DOS format and writes the file to the DOS hard disk partition or to a DOS-formatted floppy disk. It can also be used to clear the directory on a DOS floppy disk.

I was able to connect my PC/XT to my THEOS system using a modem cable port to port. Under DOS on the XT, I ran the ProComm communications program (set to emulate a Televideo 950 terminal) in the terminal- emulation mode and was able to access THEOS. Using ProComm's DOS gateway feature, I could temporarily suspend the THEOS session, exit to DOS, and run an application such as Lotus 1-2-3. Once ProComm is configured and the two systems are physically connected, this arrangement is quite convenient.

**System Administration**

Because of THEOS's on-line help and its easy-to-remember commands, you don't need to be an expert to maintain a system, although I recommend some training beyond the documentation. I think a section in the System Reference Manual on system maintenance would be a good idea.

Most THEOS systems are sold by systems houses or VARs who create EXEC menus to automate system operation, including the data backup procedures. If a user does end up at the sys-
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tem prompt, all the user need do is type the name of the EXEC to display the appropriate menu.

THEOS is generally forgiving of power outages. The system manager can use the DISK command with the (SHOW option to check the hard disk for damaged files. Damaged files are reported as a disk misallocation and can be repaired using the DISK command with the FIX option. But to be safe, I recommend replacing damaged files with backups.

A number of VARs with whom I have spoken tell me that most THEOS installations are self-maintaining, with some occasional user handholding.

**Programming Languages**

The standard application interfaces are the THEOS BASIC and C languages. THEOS BASIC comprises over 500 commands, statements, and functions. BASIC’s interactive editor, interpreter, syntax checker, and on-line help enable a programmer to work efficiently. The two-pass compiler translates THEOS BASIC programs into object code, enabling them to execute faster.

The THEOS Definitive C language, compatible with the Kernighan and Ritchie C standard, provides program portability. THEOS’s C function library covers all of routines that would normally be required in a sophisticated program. THEOS Definitive C includes an assembler, a linker, and a debugger. RM Cobol has also recently become available for THEOS.

**Productivity Tools**

Phase One Systems markets the Control Plus development system to supplement the THEOS operating system. In its most basic incarnation, Control Plus transforms THEOS into a database management tool using commands for screen building, data entry, and report writing. Programmers can also use it to generate screen displays and bug-free THEOS BASIC code.

**Support**

THEOS Software Corporation provides telephone support to anyone who has a signed license agreement on file. Support is free for the first 90 days. On several occasions, I had support questions that required written responses. The responses I received were both thorough and prompt.

**THEOS Times,** a semiannual magazine ($10 per year), is published by THEOS Software Corporation. It serves as a hardware- and software-buyer’s guide and as a source for technical tips. Updates and enhancements are announced in the magazine and are available directly from THEOS or from THEOS dealers.

**Summing Up**

THEOS was designed as a multiuser, multitasking operating system. It exploits the protected-mode feature of the 80286/80386, and overcomes the 640K memory barrier of PC systems, addressing up to 16 MB. Although the documentation could be improved by adding thorough installation instructions, more details on the SYSGEN command, and a getting-started tutorial, once THEOS is installed a user can at least explore the basics of the system using the on-line help. Designed primarily for business applications, it provides the most friendly user interface I’ve seen in a microcomputer multiuser operating system environment. Its ease in use and minimal maintenance requirement, and the availability of its productivity tools for programmers, make THEOS 286-V a strong contender among multiuser microsystems.

Walter Stagner is a systems consultant, author of several computer books, and a documentation writer. His interests include multiuser operating systems, application software evaluation, system installation, and training.

Did you find this article particularly useful? Circle number 7 on the reader service card.
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**Product Information**

THEOS 286-V, release 2.2 for the Intel 80286 and 80386.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runtime for THEOS 286-V</td>
<td>$695.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development System (BASIC, C, and Script)</td>
<td>$1,295.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Script and Edit (Text Processing System)</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEOS 286-V and BASIC</td>
<td>$995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEOS 286-V hardware</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THEOS Software Corporation**

1777 Botelho Dr., Ste. 360
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5022
(415) 935-1118

**Other Products and Companies Mentioned:**

**MultiWRITE**

Logic Extension Resources
9651 Business Center Dr., Ste. C
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(714) 980-0046

**Control Plus**

Phase One Systems, Inc.
2950 Merced St., Ste. 101
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 895-0832
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The Pick Operating System

A practical operating system that provides greater power than DOS for entering, storing, and retrieving data.

by Walter Stagner

D ick Pick began developing the Pick system while employed as a programmer for TRW. He was intent on developing an easy-to-use, powerful database management system. In the late 1960s, Pick's application package ran on several mainframe computers. In the early 1970s, Pick transformed it into a stand-alone operating system with information management at its center. It has since been implemented on several mainframe and minicomputers sold under other names and recently ported to PC/XTs, PC/ATs, and compatibles.

The Pick® system provides an efficient environment for entering, storing, and retrieving data. It also transforms a PC/AT into a multiuser system with more power than a system using DOS and one of the popular database programs.

I evaluated Pick R83 Version 2.1 on a Sperry IT with a 44-MB hard disk, 512K of memory, two serial ports, and two parallel ports. Pick requires a minimum of 512K of RAM, and a hard disk with 2 MB of contiguous disk space.

Overview
The PC/AT version is available in three-, six-, and ten-user versions. The first user (line zero) is always the PC memory-mapped video monitor. Two, five, or nine serial ports are supported, depending upon the version. Each serial port can be used for a terminal, a serial printer, or a modem. Up to three parallel printers are supported, and slave printers may be connected to terminals having an auxiliary port.

Pick is an operating system designed within the framework of a database management system. For example, to list the disk files within a Pick system, you use the LISTFILES PROC, which executes a series of ACCESS commands (Figure 1).

One of Pick's unique features is dynamic memory management using a built-in virtual memory manager (VMM). Pick divides RAM into 512-byte frames. The VMM shuttles programs and data between disk and RAM, allowing the drive to be used as an extension of RAM. You cannot run out of memory unless you run out of disk space. The VMM's operation is transparent to the user.

Installation
DOS (prior to Version 3.2) doesn't care where it is installed on the disk. Pick, on the other hand, must be installed last. Pick automatically allocates its own disk partition to the last group of free and contiguous disk tracks that it locates during the booting process. The only control you have over how much space Pick allocates is to first allocate other disk partitions limiting the number of free tracks that Pick uses to install itself.

If DOS occupies the entire hard disk, the DOS partition must be backed up and moved to the outer (lower numbered) tracks before installing Pick. If Pick finds a large enough partition, it immediately begins to format the hard disk. After the operating

Table 1. Pick Terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pick System</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item-id</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Cylinder</th>
<th>Other Operating Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Item-id</td>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>Line</td>
<td>Tape</td>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Record</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Pick Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>Sets colors on PC console</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDISK</td>
<td>Hard disk partitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTVERBS</td>
<td>List verbs in current account master dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>Send messages to other users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Log off the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER-OFF</td>
<td>Flush RAM to disk for system shutdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARTPTR</td>
<td>Start a printer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERM-TYPE</td>
<td>Establish ASCII terminal parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAT</td>
<td>Display current Pick/hardware configuration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
system files are loaded and transferred to the disk, the system displays the current hardware configuration, the number of drives, memory, microprocessor type, and port configuration. If a PC/AT system is configured for two hard disk drives, Pick installs itself on both drives, provided there are at least 2 MB of free space on the first drive. Once Pick is installed, disk-drive management is totally transparent to the user. Floppy-disk use is confined to system backups (FILE-SAVEs) and loading the Pick system or application software.

Pick supports the PC/AT clock and video controllers, such as MDA, CGA, and EGA. The peripheral installation guide provides information about Pick-supported peripherals, such as serial printers, multiport cards, modems, and tape backup systems. I don't recommend installing peripherals not discussed in the manual.

Installation of the Pick system took me about 20 minutes. Installation of 2 MB of application software took another 25 minutes.

Documentation

The Pick system is supplied with a PC-style User Reference Manual organized into sections on file structure, terminal control language, the editor, PROC language, ACCESS, Pick BASIC, etc. The ACCESS and Pick BASIC sections are the most detailed.

There are installation instructions for PC/XTs and PC/ATs. One pleasant surprise was a new peripheral installation guide. This section provided serial-port card configurations, an ASCII terminal wiring diagram, information on how to connect serial or parallel printers, modems, and tape backup units, and also insight into how Pick interacts with various hard-disk drives. I found this section one of the most informative parts of the manual.

One of the manual's sections is called a tutorial. To be more specific, it is really an ACCESS query language tutorial. What the manual lacks is detailed installation information and a "Getting Started With the Pick System" tutorial. Fortunately, there are a number of companies that sell Pick training products.

Verbs and Shells

Pick commands are entered under the control of the Terminal Control Language (TCL). After you log on, TCL displays a prompt and is ready to accept a command line of Pick verbs and options (Figure 2). Pick refers to commands as verbs. Each verb name is descriptive of its function. A verb may have one or more keywords called verb options.

To illustrate, the LISTFILES verb is used to display a list of disk files in the current account. The (PRT option is used with LISTFILES to output the disk directory to the printer. For example:

```
LISTFILES (PRT
```

A line editor (EDITOR) and text formatter (RUNOFF) are included. RUNOFF allows customized formatting and printing of edited files. Although they can be used for routine word processing, I suggest using one of the optional dedicated Pick word processing programs such as JET (from JET Software), which is a full screen editor.

Pick provides a print spooler that, on the PC/AT, supports up to nine serial and three parallel printers. The spooler is started automatically each time the system is booted.

To facilitate its use, Pick contains the PROC high-level language. It allows programmers and experienced users to write PROCs that automatically execute TCL verbs, isolating novice users from the operating system via a series of menus. PROC is used extensively by many VARs and by Pick Systems to automate housekeeping functions and to reduce their software support time. The LISTFILES verb is an example of a PROC supplied by Pick that executes the ACCESS command required to generate a listing of disk files.

Programmers use PROC to define batch and interactive procedures in coordinating a series of program modules that comprise a software package. A PROC menu program may be created that is synonymous with an account name. Any person logging onto this account will be limited to performing the predetermined set of tasks specified by the menu. Programmers can tailor

---

**Figure 3. Pick's File Organization**

- **Level 0**: System Dictionary
  - Contains account names, passwords, accounting information.

- **Level 1**: Master Dictionary (MD)
  - Contains verbs, modifiers, filenames, PROCs ACCESS Components.

- **Level 2**: File Dictionary
  - Describes how data in associated data files is organized. Contains various types of pointers.

- **Level 3**: File Data
  - Actual information stored in each file. These are attribute values and subvalues. Each data item can be variable in length.

---
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their application package to each client's needs and level of expertise. In my opinion, PROC is one of Pick's strongest features.

File System
Individual files contain two components: the dictionary and data portions. The Pick file system is hierarchical and has four levels in its structure numbered zero through three (Figure 3). The System Dictionary, level 0, is the highest level. There is one System Dictionary per system. The System Dictionary stores user account logon information, system security codes, and items used by SYSPROG.

The Master Dictionary defines the verbs that the user can execute and the files that the user can access. There is one Master Dictionary for each user account. The Master Dictionary provides a means of security because a Pick verb or program cannot be executed unless it is in the Master Dictionary.

The File Data Dictionary contains the criteria that define the structure of data files. File Data contains attribute values and subvalues. Pick's database capabilities stem from the interaction of File Data Dictionaries and the built-in ACCESS query language.

The ACCESS query language is Pick's report writer. To generate a report from an existing Pick data file, a command line, or sentence, is entered. A sentence consists of descriptive verbs (such as LIST or SORT) relational operators, Boolean operators, the name of the data file to be accessed, the items in the file to access, and print-formating commands. Learning ACCESS requires the user to learn the vocabulary of verbs available in ACCESS. At first this task seems overwhelming, but once mastered, any type of report can be generated. Synonyms may also be defined for ACCESS, so that if a user feels more comfortable using SHOW instead of LIST, a synonym can be created in that user's dictionary. The synonym capability also makes it possible to customize a user's dictionary for a non-English language. Since each user has his own dictionary, other accounts will not be affected.

ACCESS is easy to learn, but using Pick alone as a data-entry system is inconvenient. The only means of entering data available to the user is the line-oriented editor. This is fine for programmers but difficult for users. Fortunately, applications software which is sold with Pick provides the proper user interface. This same software also provides the ability to select pre-formatted reports from menus. ACCESS gives you the ability to generate a report not on the menu.

Using Pick
One of the first things you learn is that Pick only accepts upper case command lines. Pick automatically places the IBM console in CAPS LOCK mode when the system is booted, but if you are working at a terminal you must place it in CAPS LOCK mode. When you log on as SYSPROG, the system informs you that supplemental documentation to the Pick User Reference Manual can be found in an ADDENDA item. I spent a few minutes browsing through the ADDENDA items and found a topic that gave the directions for how to configure Pick for various terminals. I used the EDITOR to modify the DICT.ACC file so that the system would default to the settings required of my terminal.

I then experimented with the ACCESS tutorial. Pick supplies an account, called TUTOR, which contains sample data files. I followed the directions for creating a file and then used the BUILD.DICT program to define the file's attributes. Once a file is created and its attributes are defined, you can use the EDITOR to add data items to the file. This is a poor substitute for the lack of a menu-driven or a full-screen file editor. Fortunately, adding data elements is usually accomplished using an optional application package such as Wizard III.

I used the EDITOR again to successfully apply a Pick-supplied programming patch to the DELETE-ACCOUNT program, and then I compiled the program. Every aspect I was able to test performed flawlessly.

As evidence of the need for user-friendly Pick systems, Fujitsu Microsystems of America has sidestepped the PC clone business in the United States and markets their PCs with Pick. They have done an excellent job of documenting Pick and have developed completely menu-driven Pick systems. I was loaned a Fujitsu 80286-based system to evaluate and was reluctant to return it. I spent more than a few hours exploring the Fujitsu menus and navigating through the system.

Multiuser and Multitasking
Pick is inherently multiuser and multitasking. One component of multitasking is the printer spooler. Since a terminal is not associated directly with the spooler, print spooling is considered a phantom or background pro-
VM/386. The Fast Track To Multitasking.

Run smart. Run efficient. Run VM/386 on your 386-based PC and start multitasking now! No detours, no waiting, no runaround.

True multitasking. VM/386 uses the virtual 8086 mode of the 80386 processor to create many Virtual Machines (VMs) in one computer.

You can load a different application into each VM. Each VM has up to 640K RAM, plus its own DOS, CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT and memory-resident programs along with its applications. Tailor each VM to your needs. You have complete control.

Each VM is protected from the others. A malfunction in one VM won’t affect the others, but all VMs can share the same disk and other peripherals.

Recalculate a spreadsheet, sort a database file, and receive your E-mail—all at the same time. You can even work with two AutoCAD™ programs concurrently. EGA applications run perfectly too—background and foreground.

Protect your investment in software. No need to buy anything new. VM/386 runs existing DOS programs, unmodified. No PIF files required.

Eliminate the hidden costs of retraining. VM/386 is easy to install, easy to learn, and easy to use. There’s no new operating system, interface, or application to learn.

Get on the fast track to multitasking. Call (408) 986-8373 for more information or to order VM/386. Everything else is just the runaround.

System Requirements

- 80386-based computer such as IBM® PS/2™ Model 80 or COMPAQ® DESKPRO 386® or 80286-based computer with Intel® Inboard™ 386/AT.
- One 1.2 Mb (5 1/4") or one 3 1/2" microfloppy disk drive.
- One hard disk drive.
- DOS 3.0 or later.
- 2 Mb RAM recommended.
- Supports monochrome, CGA, EGA, VGA, and Hercules™ monitors.
- Not copy protected.

VM/386 is a trademark of IGC. IBM, PS/2, and ThinkPad are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS are registered trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation. Intel, Inboard, and Hercules are trademarks of Intel Corporation. Hercules is a trademark of Hercules Computer Technology. AutoCAD is a trademark of Autodesk, Inc.
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cess. Other than the spooler, Pick considers multitasking an internal means of system-resource management. By prioritizing tasks, Pick automatically allocates processor time slices, depending upon the type of task being executed. Interactive data-entry tasks are allocated the largest time slice, while batch-processing tasks, such as printing reports, are allocated the least amount of processor time. This allows for more efficient multiuser operation and minimizes system slowdown.

Multiuser operation and spooler startup are automatic at boot time. On a three-user PC/AT system, resources are allocated for the main console, two ASCII terminals, and a parallel printer.

Electronic Mail
Pick provides the ability to communicate with other users on the system via the MSG (message) verb. MSG sends messages to any terminal powered on and connected to the system. There are no provisions for storing messages.

DOS Compatibility
Although Pick and DOS can reside on the same disk, they cannot be executed concurrently. Pick has provided the COPYDOS and COPYPICK verbs to allow the exchange of files between Pick and DOS. COPYDOS reads and translates a DOS file into Pick format and stores it as an item in a Pick file. The COPYDOS verb can even use DOS path names.

COPYPICK translates a Pick file to DOS format and writes it to the DOS hard disk partition or to a DOS-formatted floppy disk. The file BRIDGE.EXE is the COPYPICK program and it must reside in the DOS partition.

I was able to move files in both directions using these programs. I would have appreciated a few more examples of how these programs could be used in a business application with popular DOS programs such as Lotus 1-2-3 or WordPerfect.

Fujitsu has developed Common Network Architecture (CNA) that permits connectivity with DOS-based systems. CNA allows a Fujitsu system running under Pick to network PCs running DOS using an RS-422 interface. Generic Pick lacks this feature.

System Administration
Most Pick systems have been sold by systems houses or VARs who have created a series of PROC menus to automate system operation, including routine backup procedures. Pick makes no provision for duplicate file entries or automatic backups. The ACCOUNTSAVE verb is used to backup files on an individual account while the FILESAVE verb is used to backup the entire system. Since I had modified some files on my Pick system, I decided to perform a FILESAVE procedure.

Before performing either a FILESAVE or an ACCOUNTSAVE procedure, you must estimate the number of disks required to store the data and format those disks. Although either of these procedures is easier to use than the DOS BACKUP command, I would have liked more informational messages displayed during the backup, particularly since backing up 2 MB worth of data takes 30 minutes using high-density floppy disks. The only way you know that something is happening is by watching the drive LED.

Programming Languages
The standard Pick application interface is Pick BASIC. Many Pick software developers feel that Pick BASIC is computationally complete, and that there is no need for other programming languages. A variety of business applications can be created using Pick BASIC. The system defines the rules for data management, and Pick BASIC provides the tools to manipulate the data. This creates a comfortable program-
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I have come to bury 

C, sir, not to praise it.

C served us well in the days of kilobytes and kilohertz. It was the only language we could implement efficiently on our newborn microcomputers. But with today's mega-machines, shouldn't we demand more from our compilers?

Modula-2 increases productivity by catching your errors at compile time. You'll easily modularize and structure your programs, driving the hordes of barbaric bugs into the hinterlands. And Modula-2 does all this without taking away the low-level machine access that made C so popular.

Until now, you had to pay a price for the Modula-2 advantages — performance just didn't measure up to C. But we've changed all that. In a suite of benchmarks developed by PC Week:

Stony Brook Modula-2 outperforms the best C compilers on the market (and no other Modula-2 compiler even comes close).

Stony Brook Modula-2, for 80x86 machines, produces Microsoft-compatible objects, and fully supports both Microsoft Windows and OS/2. It's the only high-level language compiler that lets you write dynamic link libraries. It handles 32- and 64-bit real numbers with in-line 80x87 coprocessor instructions or software emulation. And Stony Brook Modula-2 supports six memory models and mixed model programming.

You might want to bury your C compiler once you have used Stony Brook Modula-2, but you won't have to. We made it possible to directly call C and other languages from Modula-2, so you won't have to throw away your investment in C code.

So, friends, programmers, and C-users, lend us your ears. Call us or write for more information and to find out how you can get a demo compiler.

The compiler package includes DOS runtime library objects and full sources for our split-screen text editor for $195. The development package includes all of the above plus an automatic make utility, a symbolic debugger, and runtime library sources for $345. MasterCard and Visa accepted. Add $5 for shipping in North America, $25 for overseas shipping.

Forest Road, Wilton, New Hampshire 03086 • (603)654-2525 Ask for Cleopatra.
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ming environment. If other languages were available, they would not have the facilities for dealing with Pick’s unique data management system.

Support
Pick Systems provides telephone support for those who have a signed license agreement on file, although Pick encourages users to utilize its dealer network for support. Since I’ve been working with Pick over the past two years I’ve noticed an improvement in support. Pick Systems always returned my phone calls when unable to take my call immediately.

Pick World magazine is published quarterly ($25 per year) by Pick Systems and serves as a hardware and software buyers’ guide and as a source for a variety of technical tips that address potential support topics; it also contains stories about how businesses use Pick. Updates and enhancements are announced in the magazine.

When I contacted Pick Systems to request an upgrade to the most current release of the operating system, I informed Pick Systems that I already had documentation from a previous release. I requested that they send only documentation revisions or supplements. Part of the new documentation I received was for the BASIC Programming Language section of the User Reference Manual. Unfortunately, the page numbering of this section was inconsistent with the rest of the manual and therefore had no index. When I spoke with Pick technical support, I was assured that this was an oversight on the part of the documentation staff.

Productivity Tools
Although there is no need for languages other than Pick BASIC, providing ways of increasing a programmer’s productivity is always helpful. Wizard Software markets Wizard III to supplement the Pick operating system. Wizard transforms Pick into an easy-to-use menu-driven database management tool. I used Wizard to create PROC menus and to generate a simple database and print mailing labels. It can also be used to generate bug-free Pick BASIC code. Wizard Software also supplies software applications written using Wizard.

Summary
It is not surprising that Pick is sold primarily through VARs, because selling and supporting Pick requires a fair amount of expertise. Those who work in the Pick community swear by it because it offers multiuser features, it has a powerful built-in database manager and report writer, and—because of its implementation on computers ranging from PCs to mainframes—it allows users an unparalleled upgrade path.

My disappointment with Pick lies in its documentation. Any operating system, particularly one with Pick’s complexity, must have documentation that is understandable and readable. Pick System’s commitment to continuing the development and enhancement of its PC products suggests that the company is interested in attracting new and probably inexperienced users. Pick Systems should consider developing supplemental documentation.

I recommend the Pick operating system as a candidate for those who need multiuser capability and fast access to large databases.

Walter Stagner is a systems consultant, author of several computer books, and a documentation writer. His interests include multiuser operating systems, application software evaluation, system installation, and training.
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Product Information
Pick for the PC/AT R83 release 2.1
Includes: PROC, BASIC, Terminal Control and ACCESS Languages, and EDITOR and RUNOFF text processors

PC/AT 3 users release $795.00
PC/AT 6 users release $995.00
PC/AT 10 users release $1,295.00

Pick Systems, Inc.
1691 Browning
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-7425

Other Companies Mentioned:

Wizard Software
32 Esplanade
Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 786-1111

Fujitsu Microsystems of America, Inc.
3025 Orchard Pkwy.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-1160
GET A FLAME

The Blue Flame II is the latest in our line of very high-performance disk emulators for PC's, XT's, AT's, '386's, and all clones. It's extremely fast: 800Kbytes per second transfer rate, ten times faster than hard disks. Even faster than IBM's VDISK program! And big: Up to 8 megabytes per board, 32 megabytes per logical drive. Much bigger than extended or expanded memory. It doesn't waste any of your computer's memory address space for storage. And the Blue Flame II is reliable: With no moving parts, it can be accessed continuously for years with no failures. Don't try this at home with your hard disk!

Not just another RAMdisk, the Blue Flame II has an external AC-powered battery-backup option: Data isn't lost when the computer is turned off. And "Reset" isn't a dirty word anymore. Even during a blackout, the battery maintains data for 10 hours.

The Blue Flame II is available fully-populated, with 8 megabytes, for $2095. 4 megabytes for $1195. 2 megabytes for $795. Battery Backup option costs $135. Call us for information on our SemiDisk products for S-100, and Epson QX-10/QX-16.

If you want greater software speed, improved data security, increased hardware reliability, get a Flame. If you need the hottest disk performance possible, get a Flame. A Blue Flame II SemiDisk.

SemiDisk Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box GG
Beaverton, OR 97075
(503) 626-3104
LAN Standards

While talking with a new consulting client recently, the subject of standards came up. My client was a relatively new VAR firm specializing in installing legal office computer systems. They expressed their intention to only implement products that follow industry standards. Therefore, they intended to concentrate on Ethernet LANs, SQL databases, industry-standard word processors, and similar products.

This all seemed very logical, until they met the real world. One of the first systems they proposed required using existing single-pair phone lines for the LAN. In addition, a text database with the ability to index relatively large text files would be required. Unfortunately, although there are Ethernet products that run on twisted-pair phone wire, they require at least two pairs. In addition, while SQL databases hold the promise of transparent intersystem queries and a standard query and update language, they are not the best vehicle for text databases.

The point of the story is this: standards are fine, but we must understand what they are and where they are appropriate.

What are Standards?
Standards are agreements, pure and simple. In the United States, it is “standard” to drive on the right side of the road. One of the agreements we make when we obtain our driver’s license is that we will adhere to this “standard.” Is it necessarily better to drive on the right? The British and Japanese, who drive on the left, would probably say no. However, this standard allows us to maintain some semblance of order on our streets and highways. Also, there may be conditions where we can’t or don’t follow this “standard”: a one-way street, a blocked lane, passing another vehicle, etc.

Standards in the LAN and data communication worlds are usually created to promote connectivity between products from different manufacturers. Theoretically, any device adhering to an industry standard should be able to communicate with any other device adhering to that same standard. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. For example, Ethernet is an accepted industry standard. Unfortunately, there are three separate and different Ethernet specifications. A product adhering to one specification may not necessarily be able to communicate with a product adhering to another specification. In addition, vendors often implement non-standard enhancements to their products.

Rather than promoting interconnection of different manufacturer’s systems, some de facto “standards” may actually impede it. It has been argued that IBM’s complex SNA (Systems Network Architecture) is designed to inhibit the connection of non-IBM equipment. Whether this was actually by design or merely by happenstance, many non-IBM systems have been effectively locked out of SNA.

How Are Standards Developed?
There are two primary categories of standards, sanctioned standards and de facto standards. An example of a sanctioned standard is the IEEE-696 standard for the S-100 expansion bus. An example of a de facto standard is the PC/AT expansion bus. Both are acknowledged standards, one by the agreement of a sanctioning body, one by the agreement of the user community. Which of these examples is “more standard”? By usage, the PC bus is. Which is better? All things considered, the S-100 bus is probably a superior design, but standards have nothing to do with quality or functionality.

De facto standards are developed in several ways: through the marketing clout of a particular manufacturer (the IBM PC bus, for example); by the informal agreement of the user community (for example, “Hayes-compatible” modems); by the agreement of vendors (ARCNet-compatible boards, for example, produced by more than 50 manufacturers worldwide); or by a combination of these.

Sanctioned standards, however, are almost always created by vendor clout. The 802.3 Ethernet standard was primarily the result of the combined efforts of Xerox, DEC, and Intel. The 802.5 Token-ring standard was the result of the clout wielded by IBM.

Although it happens rarely, standards can also be created by user groups. The Department of Defense’s TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Inter-network Protocol), which has been in existence for many years, is rapidly gaining acceptance as an effective way to interconnect dissimilar LANs and computer systems.

No Single Standard
“The thing I like about standards is that there are so many of them” is a quote attributed to several industry pundits. Because there are so many standards of both the sanctioned and de facto variety, another problem arises: “standard” products do not always work effectively with other “standard” products. In addition, products employing the same standard may not effectively work together. For example, Ethernet interfaces for dissimilar computers connect effectively at the hardware level, but without effective communication software (communications software is not part of the Ethernet standard) they will not work together.

“Standard” products do not always work effectively with other “standard” products.

Using Standards Effectively
LAN standards are tools designed to make communication between systems easier. Unfortunately, they can become a means of avoiding responsibility for our decisions and actions—“It can’t be my fault it doesn’t work! I implemented an industry standard system!” Standards should be used to promote functionality, not impede it.

Standards change and evolve. Many products, systems, and standards employed today will be obsolete in three to five years (some are already obsolete).
It is important to plan for change, even when (especially when) we don’t know what those changes will be. It is also very important to employ systems and standards appropriate for your environment. Remember, there are many standards to choose from, but not all are effective in all environments. For example, it is currently much easier to connect DEC systems with an Ethernet network than with an 802.5 Token-ring. On the other hand, the deterministic access scheme of a Token-passing network may be more appropriate for critical manufacturing control than the contention scheme of Ethernet.

Here are some examples of non-standard solutions that are more appropriate than standard solutions:

Case 1. A company needs to create and transfer large graphics files (60 MB or more per file). In this situation, performance is a major issue and a high-speed, non-standard LAN, such as LANpac II from Racore (16 MB/sec., high-speed polling), or Pronet 80 from Proteon (80 MB/sec., token passing), would be more appropriate than a slower “standard” Token ring or Ethernet. In addition, the LAN operating system would have to accommodate volume sizes greater than 32 MB. Use of network operating systems based on DOS, such as the IBM’s PC Network Program, would be difficult. Novell’s NetWare or Univation’s Lifenet, which both support much larger volumes, might offer a better solution.

Case 2. A company wants to install a LAN. The office was previously cabled for IBM 3270 terminals (this is RG-62 coax cable in a star or star-cluster configuration). Due to the design of the building, installing new cable would be prohibitively expensive. The existing RG-62 cabling cannot be used with any of the sanctioned standard LANs (Token ring, Ethernet, or Starlan), but can be used with ARCnet. Although not an officially recognized standard, ARCnet has a very large installed base and is widely supported by LAN operating system vendors.

Standards are designed to provide a common interface or methodology. If they assist you in getting the job done, fine. If they impede you, however, you should consider other approaches.

Patrick H. Corrigan is a partner in The Corrigan Group—Information Services located in Corte Madera, California, an independent consulting firm specializing in the fields of local area networking, data communication, and office automation.
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**Product Information**

**IBM**  
Call (800) 447-4700 or contact your IBM marketing representative.  
(Note that the PC Network Program is listed under IBM Hardware)

**Novell, Inc.**  
122 E. 1700 South  
Provo, UT 84601  
(801) 379-7000

**Proteon Associates, Inc.**  
2 Technology Dr.  
Westborough, MA 01581-5008  
(617) 898-2800

**Racore Computer Products**  
170 Knowles Dr.  
Los Gatos, CA 95050  
(408) 374-8290

**Univation**  
1231 California Circle  
Milpitas, CA 95035  
(408) 263-1200

---

**Guidelines to Standards**

1. Standards are agreements; nothing more, nothing less.
2. Standards should be employed to promote both functionality and flexibility, not inhibit them. If you have to choose between standardization and functionality, go with functionality.
3. There is no single standard, and even products adhering to a specific standard may not interface effectively.
4. Standards change. We live in a world where change is happening at an ever-increasing rate. Many of today’s standards will be meaningless in three to five years.
5. Choose appropriate standards for your environment.
Standard Language And a Memory-Resident dBASE

A number of studies about the state of desktop computing in corporate America claim that the success of microcomputing in many organizations is due, in part, to in-house “PC gurus.” These are people who are usually PC hobbyists, with no affiliation to the ADP or MIS departments, and who, by chance or design, ended up becoming the primary source of technical support for their departments. If you look around your department, chances are you will find one or two dBASE gurus who spend a lot of after-office hours teaching themselves to become proficient in dBASE and the use of PCs in general. But, did you ever wonder where these “gurus” go for assistance? They probably go to Ashton-Tate (dBASE’s vendor) or a local dBASE user group.

Getting dBASE Help
Like most vendors, Ashton-Tate has a technical support group whose job is to answer questions about the company’s products. (The phone call is at your expense.) The company also operates a very active conference, called ASHFORUM, on CompuServe. Questions posted in the conference elicit responses not only from the sysops (system operators) in charge of the service, but also from a number of experts around the country who dial in regularly. You don’t need to pay to join the conference, but clearly, you must have a CompuServe account, a modem, and a communications program to access it. Finally, Ashton-Tate operates a little-known technical support bulletin board system at (213) 538-6196. The free BBS has eight lines but operates only at 300 and 1200 bits per second, at least as of this writing. The BBS has dBASE usage tips, electronic copies of TechNotes articles, and other files for downloading.

There are times when Ashton-Tate won’t be able to answer dBASE questions to your satisfaction, such as questions on memo fields, undocumented features, and problems with interfacing to software with which dBASE is unfamiliar. Your best bet in finding answers to those kinds of questions may well be your local dBASE user group or a BBS operated by the group or its members. Generally speaking, user groups are staffed by volunteers so the quality of support depends heavily on the quality of the group’s membership. However, you get a more spirited discussion in a user group meeting where members speak freely from experience and are not hesitant to “tell it like it is.” The relationship between vendors and user groups has always been symbiotic rather than adversarial, and it would be a rare vendor indeed that does not solicit feedback from user group members.

The International Dbase User Group
Viewed from the perspective of a major vendor, the logistics of dealing with local user groups is not always easy—there are just so many of them. It makes sense to have a much larger group that can serve as a coordinator for both vendors and local user groups. Such a group can also help encourage the discussion of issues with broad regional importance, for example, the issue of a standard Dbase language (more on this later).

A few months back, in this very column, I mentioned that some of us were discussing the idea of a national user group for dBASE. I am happy to report that the International Dbase User Group (IDBUG) became a reality on January 26, 1988, in New York. IDBUG is a non-profit organization established to provide a focal point for all users of the Dbase (not “dBASE”) family of languages and associated products. IDBUG hopes to promote the effective exchange of ideas between users and vendors and encourage user participation in matters of regional or international concern. The organization expects to publish a quality journal with articles from contributors who are well-known in the Dbase community. It also expects to operate a multilink BBS with various product support conferences. I will serve as the founding president of the group. Other elected officers include Russ Freeland as vice president, Jordan Powell as secretary, and Pat Adams as treasurer. Initial funding for IDBUG comes from founding individual and corporate sponsors. For more information about the group, write to: IDBUG, 70A Greenwich Ave., Box 101, New York, NY 10011; (212) 597-2000.

A great deal of publicity has surrounded the formation and continuing activities of the so-called “dStandards Committee,” a group dedicated to the implementation of a “Standard Dbase” language. The group has representation from major vendors of dBASE-like language compilers and add-on products. Notwithstanding the issue of whether the committee has, thus far, produced a draft language standard that makes sense, the goal of the committee is considered by many to be a worthwhile one. Users will benefit from the standardization of command syntax or usage, if it is not the command set itself. For example, people who now develop programs in Clipper and FoxBASE+ are frustrated by avoidable inconsistencies, such as whether an array variable should be defined with parenthesis as in FORTRAN, or square brackets as in C. The dStandards Committee has been open and earnest about soliciting input from all quarters, and for that it deserves everyone’s gratitude. However, there are some who doubt the Committee’s long-term viability given that, so far, it does not have the support of Ashton-Tate. Perhaps the larger issue in the minds of many is whether a language standardization effort has a better chance of success if undertaken by a user group rather than by competing vendors, no matter how pure the group’s goals may be. One of the first tasks of IDBUG is to help promote a standard Dbase language in an environment free of any shadows of conflicts of interest, be they real or imagined. Will we see a standard Dbase language someday? Only time will tell.

Take A Look At FrontRunner
If you haven’t heard of FrontRunner yet, chances are you aren’t alone. Ashton-Tate has just bought the distribution rights to it from its developer, Apec
Software Corporation, and reduced its price to $195. So what is FrontRunner? It is a dBASE-workalike that is distinguishable from other such products because it can be run as a memory-resident program as well as a regular, non-resident program. In memory-resident mode, FrontRunner gives you access to dBASE data and programs from within most applications. You can, of course, use it like a Sidekick on steroids—it is able to handle a Rolodex of unlimited size—but doing so barely exercises FrontRunner’s extensive capabilities.

Since you can pop it from almost any applications, you can feed data to a currently running application with its PASTE command as though the data were typed at the keyboard. That takes care of programs that are unable to import data on their own, and it is also handy for such things as creating mail-merge letters with your favorite word processor. However, be forewarned that if your word processor happens to be Sanna, FrontRunner or any TSR (terminate-and-stay-resident) program won’t work as expected. The problem is, Sanna has a bad habit of taking over the keyboard and won’t let you call up any TSR programs via the hotkeys.

You can use FrontRunner like Sidekick on steroids—it is able to handle a Rolodex of unlimited size—but that would barely exercise its capabilities.

Write Your Own dBASE

With default sizes for file buffers and the like, FrontRunner uses about 157K of memory. Apex Software claims that this can be reduced by 64K if expanded memory (EMS) is available. I hesitate to call FrontRunner a ‘‘clone’’ because I estimate that it implements only about 80 percent of important dBASE features, commands, and functions (I suspect that increased compatibility may mean paying the price of using up more memory). That’s not as bad as it sounds because, in fact, one of FrontRunner’s most remarkable attributes is its extensibility. You can extend its command vocabulary simply by writing programs in the FrontRunner (dBASE) language.

Consider, for example, that the product’s core vocabulary lacks the familiar commands like CREATE, EDIT, or BROWSE. To implement a BROWSE command, you would write a program BROWSE.PRG, which you would then compile to speed up operations. FrontRunner can compile programs and comes with a free run-time module. Then, with the SET SYNONYM command, you tell FrontRunner that whenever it is given the command BROWSE, it should execute the compiled program. Given this facility, it is reasonable to say that, depending on your programming ability, you can build your own version of dBASE using FrontRunner as your starter package.

Getting Data Into dBASE Applications

FrontRunner has a unique set of commands for manipulating files that makes it easy to get external data into the currently active dBASE application. To appreciate the power of these commands, let’s first consider the traditional way of importing data into dBASE.

Say we want to write a disk catalog program in dBASE. Naturally, we will need to read the disk directories and somehow get the information, such as filenames, filedates, and filesizes, into our program. The easiest way to do that in dBASE (without writing BIN routines in assembly language or C) is to use what is called the ‘‘Scratch DBF’’ method. We define a scratch DBF file with only one field, a character field of, say, length 80. Using the dBASE RUN command, we can use DIR or another program to read the disk directory and redirect the output to a text file. Next, we load the text file into our scratch DBF via the APPEND . . . SDF command. Then our program examines each record of the DBF file and extracts from it the information that we want, e.g., filename.

Although this technique works, it is tedious and slow. Long ago, people like Andrew Schulman came up with a better technique for getting data into dBASE applications. In this instance, Andrew’s MAKEMEM procedure will read the DIR text file output and from that create dBASE memory variables that the catalog program can access directly.
rectly. It is a clever technique that is much better than the “Scratch DBF” method. Andrew has also developed a program called MAKEDBF that allows a DBF file to be created on the fly and, of course, loaded with redirected data. Like MAKEMEM, MAKEDBF can be run in DOS without dBASE. MAKEMEM, MAKEDBF and related programs are some of the most outstanding values in the dBASE Shareware world. A contribution of $15 gets you not only the programs and excellent documentation, but also the C source code.

External file manipulation has always been awkward in dBASE. FrontRunner gives you direct file control just like traditional languages such as BASIC or C.

How FrontRunner Does It
With FrontRunner, writing applications such as a catalog program is a piece of cake because of its set of FILE commands. For example, FILE READ will read a file by line or by an arbitrary number of bytes. FILE WRITE is the complement command to write memory variable values to a file. The remarkable thing about these commands is that they work for both text and binary files, which means, for example, that you can create DBF files or write a dBASE/Lotus conversion program using only these commands.

External file manipulation has always been awkward in dBASE.
FrontRunner gives you direct file control just like traditional languages such as BASIC or C.
Quit Wasting Time!

As a programmer, most of your time is spent writing and debugging source code, and documenting your work. A powerful, easy-to-use programmable text editor could be saving you HOURS of unnecessary effort.

Only MULTI-EDIT has all these time-saving features:

- Fully automatic Windowing and Virtual Memory.
  - Edit multiple files regardless of physical memory size.
  - Easy cut-and-paste between files.
  - View different parts of the same file.
- Powerful, EASY-TO-READ high-level macro language.
  - Standard language syntax.
  - Full access to all Editor functions.
  - Automatic repetitive tasks.
  - Easy, automatic recording of keystrokes.
- Language-specific macros for ALL major languages.
  - Smart indenting.
  - Smart brace/parenthesis/block checking.
  - Template editing.
  - Supports C, Pascal, BASIC and Assembler.
- Terrific word-processing features for all your documentation needs.
  - Intelligent word-wrap.
  - Full print formatting with justification, bold type, underlining and centering.
  - Even a table of contents generator.
- Compile within the editor.
  - Automatically positions cursor at errors.
  - Built-in MAKE capabilities.
  - Run compiled program without leaving editor.
  - Automatically allocates all available memory to compiler or program.

Compile within the editor.

NO EDITOR ON THE MARKET TODAY HAS ALL THESE FEATURES, OR OFFERS YOU THIS MUCH POWER AT A REASONABLE PRICE, EXCEPT

Multi-Edit $99 COMPLETE
VERSI0N 2.0

Complete DOS Shell.
Scrollable directory listing.
Copy, Delete and load multiple files with one command.
Background file printing.
Regular expression search and translate.
Condensed Mode display, for easy viewing of your program structure.
Pop-up FULL-FUNCTION Programmer's Calculator and ASCII chart.

and MOST IMPORTANT, the BEST user-interface on the market!

- Extensive context-sensitive help.
- Choice of full menu system or logical function key layout.
- Function keys are always labeled on screen (no guessing required).
- Excellent online, interactive tutorial.
- Keyboard may be easily reconfigured and relabeled.

Users of Wordstar and Turbo Pascal's Editor could be programming in a fraction of the time with these features.

To Order, Call 24 hours a day:
1-800-221-9280 Ext. 951
In Arizona: 1-800-990-1156
Credit Card and COD orders accepted

American Cybernetics
138 Madrid Plaza
Mesa, AZ 85201

Multi-Edit

Requires IBM/PC/XT/AT/PS2 or full compatible, 256K RAM, PC/MS-DOS

2.0 or later Multi-Edit and American Cybernetics are trademarks of American Cybernetics. BRIEF is a trademark of Underware, Inc. Norton Editor is a trademark of Peter Norton Computing, Inc. Vedit is a registered trademark of CompView Products Inc. Copyright 1987 by American Cybernetics.

Requires IBM/PC/XT/AT/PS2 or full compatible, 256K RAM, PC/MS-DOS

2.0 or later Multi-Edit and American Cybernetics are trademarks of American Cybernetics. BRIEF is a trademark of Underware, Inc. Norton Editor is a trademark of Peter Norton Computing, Inc. Vedit is a registered trademark of CompView Products Inc. Copyright 1987 by American Cybernetics.
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run a MultiLink utility program immediately beforehand to let MultiLink know that an interrupt-driven communications program would be run. With a shielded null modem cable connecting two computers, error-free XMODEM file transfers could be made at 57,600 baud using my built-in serial port.

Because of MultiLink's method of swapping 80286 extended memory around, it can't coexist with other software that also uses extended memory, such as VDISK with the /E option. But its own RAM disk driver is supplied that has the advantage of running faster than the original since it does not have to switch the CPU in and out of protected mode.

Other supplied utilities tend to make your system a pleasure to use. QUICKVID.SYS noticeably speeds up the console output of programs that do not write directly to the video buffer. MLCACHE.SYS buffers disk sectors in extended memory so that when accessed a subsequent time, the disk read takes place at RAM disk speed. With a 1-megabyte disk cache, I found that the lowest partition's memory only decreased by about 3K while disk hogs, such as dBASE III++, could be reloaded in each partition without disturbing the hard disk light ever coming on. My only gripe here is that MLCACHE adheres to the conservative approach of always writing through the buffer. It would be nice to provide options, such as buffering disk writes or locking specified overlays into the cache. Nonetheless, these utilities make the AT Gizmo an attractive product, even without MultiLink.

The Manual

The MultiLink manual is of the high- gloss variety and comes in the common nine-by-six-inch slip cover that doubles as a book stand. The manual comes complete with table of contents and index and this manual seems to be written for the most elementary users. More experienced users may become impatient wading through some of its extended explanations.

My only substantive criticism of the MultiLink manual concerns its multiprocessor terminology. The partition mapped lowest in memory is always referred to as the foreground partition and all other partitions are referred to as background partitions without regard for which partition owns the real console. This terminology can be confusing.

The AT Gizmo board is supplied with its own manual. It is filled with "by-the-numbers" illustrations of how to move the CPU with a step-by-step approach reminiscent of Heathkit assembly instructions. Separate instructions are provided for the two common varieties of 286 packaging: the 132-pin package used in the IBM as well as the more easily manipulated, leadless flat pack used in the Compaq and other clones.

Limitations

I did encounter a few glitches while using MultiLink. I found some minor cursor positioning errors that occasionally occurred when swapping between partitions. Fortunately, the cursor would snap back to the correct position at the first keystroke.

The concept of using serial terminals with software that does direct-screen I/O does have its limits. With an 80286 running at 8 megahertz and terminals running at 38,400 baud, performance running Lotus would be good but couldn't compare to running SuperCalc installed specifically for the same terminal, as is usual under Concurrent PC-DOS. This is because there is no way a line insert done directly in the video buffer can be distinguished from redrawing a portion of the screen. MultiLink has no opportunity to take advantage of line and character insert and delete commands that terminal-specific software uses to avoid pushing large chunks of the screen through the serial port. The real problem is that software with terminal-specific installation options is becoming increasingly rare in the PC marketplace. To MultiLink's credit, it makes the best of the situation, using the terminal's cursor positioning commands to only rewrite those portions of the screen that are changed in the video buffer, complete with terminal-supported attributes.

A major weakness of MultiLink is that users are given only a minimum of protection from each other. Nothing resembling UNIX's passworded file and directory access exists in MultiLink. The MultiLink semaphore system is totally voluntary. You have to trust your users. If more than one user tries to edit the same file at the same time without any precautions, one of them is going to lose their work. Similar problems can occur when users in the same directory delete files or run multiple copies of programs that use the same name for temporary files. Since running single-user applications in a multiuser environment is not a completely solvable problem, the best approach is to plan carefully and choose NetBIOS compatible software whenever possible.

A more serious shortcoming is MultiLink's inability to protect itself from programs that don't make any attempt to find out how much system memory there is before writing to it.

This seems to be a conscious decision on the part of Software Link to keep memory management simple and not try to duplicate all the features of 286 protected-mode operation. Programs written for DOS l.x pose the real threat of hanging a partition. And when this happens, there is no way to abort the errant program or reset the partition without disturbing the others. All one can do is abandon the partition until the system is reset.

The only program that I encountered that totally hung the system is Norton's SI version 3.10. Fastback occasionally hung the computer when backing up to 1.2-megabyte floppy's, but Ctrl-C was still able to abort backup.

Conclusion

MultiLink is a viable product that accomplishes what it sets out to do. As long as terminals with MultiLink remain less expensive than networked PCs, it will be a cost-effective alternative for those who require shared microcomputer access to applications employing direct video console output. The practicality of the MultiLink approach will be determined largely by the skill in which a user organizes his system and chooses the application packages to run with it. MultiLink makes unique use of 80286 extended memory, effectively bank-switching the entire memory space, including memory soldered to the motherboard. With the hardware assistance of the AT Gizmo memory management unit, it efficiently performs multiprocessing and delivers multiuser capabilities considered by many to be solely within the province of the 80386 protected-mode operating systems of the future.

Howard Vigorita is an attorney on the staff of the United States District Court in New York. He also serves as vice president of the New York Amateur Computer Club.

Did you find this article particularly useful? Circle number 4 on the reader service card.

Product Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MultiLink Advanced</td>
<td>$595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT Gizmo</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Port Serial Card</td>
<td>$695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Port Serial Card</td>
<td>$495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyse 60 Terminal</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Software Link, Inc.
3577 Parkway Lane
Atlanta, GA 30092
(404) 448-5465
May 1988
Conquer Time and Space.

Introducing XO-SHELL™
Pop-Up Productivity for Programmers.

No matter what language you program in, XO-SHELL will help you hurdle the barriers to working faster and more efficiently by eliminating programming hassles. Only with RAM-resident XO-SHELL can you:

- DO CROSS-REFERENCING without leaving your editor
- VIEW ANY FILE and TRANSFER ANY SECTION into your editor or to your printer
- VIEW. COPY and ERASE files directly from a SCROLLABLE DIRECTORY DISPLAY
- With a single key strike RETRIEVE previous DOS commands, then EDIT and REEXECUTE them
- DO SOURCE-LISTING while in your application
- OBTAIN KEY-CODES without a reference and without going through difficult interpretation
- INSERT GRAPHICS CHARACTERS in your source code.

XO-SHELL is for PCs, XT's, AT's, PS/2s, compatibles.

$49
plus $5 shipping & handling
Call today toll-free
(800) 635-5011
In MA: (617) 668-7704
Visa, MasterCard

WYTE CORPORATION
701 Concord Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
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The Custom 386 Programmer's Workstation

Looking for a lightning-quick 386 system that's tailored to your needs? CAE/SAR Systems, Inc. will custom-fit you a 386 system more powerful than most on the market. Whether it's a system designed for your program development, artificial intelligence, CAE, or systems design work, CAE/SAR delivers reliable, powerful 386 workstations built for today's programmers.

Based on a proven 386 motherboard, CAE/SAR 386 systems come in dozens of different configurations for memory, disks, floating point and graphics. You can select high speed drives (16 ms), 70Mb, 140Mb, or 300Mb; EGA or mono monitors and cards; and 2.5Mb, 4.5Mb, or 8.5Mb 32-bit RAM—plus other options! The CAE/SAR 386 systems run Unix and DOS concurrently, and also run OS/2 and Xenix. Floating point options are available for the Intel 387 chip.

"The winner, though, was the CAE/SAR 386. Its ESDI hard disk interface made it the fastest of all the machines in the disk access test."
PC Magazine
Dec. 22, 1987

CAE/SAR Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 50243
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 949-3816
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New Products

You can contact vendors directly or through the reader service card. When contacting companies, please mention that you read about their products in Micro/Systems.

Manufacturers who would like to have their products listed here should send their new product releases to the Managing Editor, Micro/Systems Journal, 501 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063.

New Software Products

Turbo 4 Source Code Generator Imported from Holland

DSA Software has released a source code generator for Turbo Pascal Version 4.0. The first part of this programming tool provides a screen-oriented, comprehensive, procedural language with simply defined file definitions, data entry programs, screens, and configurations. The resulting parameter code is fully transportable between different computer systems and compilers. Mainframe software can be prepared, compiled, and then tested on PCs. The second half of the DSA package is an automatic program generator that delivers 20 lines of code per second on a standard PC/XT.

The single version of the DSA Source Generator contains a manual and seven diskettes, and sells for $2750 in the single-user version. For more information, contact the North American distributor, Advice Bureau International Inc., 2734 Evans Dale Circle, Atlanta, GA 30340; (404) 496-5781.

Circle number 15 on the reader service card.

Other Hardware Products

Sola Intros Defense Against Power Drains

Sola will be showing a series of regulating standby power sources, SPS/R, at Comdex in Atlanta.

The SPS/R is equipped with an electronic regulator and is designed to protect sensitive electronic equipment from most AC power problems. It has an extremely fast transfer time and full AC conditioning capabilities. When AC power is present, the unit maintains output voltage within +5 to -8 percent for line voltage variations from +15 to -30 percent. Below -30 percent, the SPS/R transfers to battery power within 1 ms. The SPS/R is available in 500, 1000, and 1500 VA outputs.

For more information, contact Sola, 1717 Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007; (312) 439-2800.

Circle number 16 on the reader service card.

ShareSpool Connects HP Printer with Four PCs

Extended Systems now has the ShareSpool model ESL-2041A, which is designed to offer transparent sharing and spooling with Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II printers. ShareSpool is equipped with a 256K memory buffer that accepts and allocates data from four computers simultaneously. A custom-designed application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) allows data to be transmitted directly to the printer's backplane so it can be accepted as quickly as possible.

The ESL-2041A ShareSpool retails for $495. For more information, contact Extended Systems, 6062 Morris Hill, Boise, ID 83711; (208) 322-7163.

Circle number 17 on the reader service card.

PC-Compatible Products

Software Link Adds Multiple Parallel Port Board

The Software Link has released ParaPort, an IBM-compatible parallel four-port board designed to run with LANLink 5X, the company's software-based LAN. When run with LANLink 5X, users have access to up to 16 parallel connections at a half-megabit per second. A typical configuration would use the ParaPort card with a LANLink 5X-based system with a 286- or 386-based machine acting as a non-dedicated file server. ParaPort also can be used as a multiple printer port board. The board uses a proprietary cabling scheme that supports a bidirectional flow of data.

The ParaPort is available for $495. For more information, contact The Software Link, Inc., 3577 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092; (404) 448-5465.

Circle number 18 on the reader service card.
Simply the BEST C and Pascal on AT, 386, Sun, Apollo, RT, VAX, 370

"The most rock-solid C compiler in the industry. Superb technical support and portability. Superior code generated."

Gordon Eubanks, Symantec — Q&A (386).

"It simply works, with no trouble, no chasing strange bugs, and excellent warning and error messages... a professional product."

Robert Lerche, Bay Partners.

"For large-scale software development, the highest quality C compiler available on the market today. Pragmas are great. Quality of support is exceptional." Randy Neilsen, Ana—Paradox (DOS, OS/2).

"15% smaller and 15% faster than Lattice C."

Robert Wenig, Autodesk.

"Our software is running anywhere from 30 to 50% faster than when compiled under Lattice."

David Marcus, Micronetics.

"We switched from Lattice due to a 10% reduction in code size. The compiler is very stable."

Lee Lorenzen, Ventura Software marketed by Xerox Corp.

"Best quality emitted code by any compiler I've encountered. Often amazing."

Bill Ferguson, Fox Software — FoxBase (386).

"Messages sometimes pointed out type mismatches, incorrect-length argument lists, and uninitialized variables that had been undetected for years [in 4.x bsd]." Larry Breed, IBM ACIS (RT PC).

"Diagnostics turned up bugs missed by other compilers. Rapid bug fixes by technical support, someone who knew what he was talking about. 80386 code is well optimized."

Tim Addison, Logistics Data Systems.

"386 protected mode support is fantastic, especially the access to large amounts of memory. It's mainframe compute power on a PC."

Dan Eggleston, Viewlogic.

"The preprocessor supplied with Professional Pascal is quite useful. The code quality and control over segmentation and memory models are superior to MS Pascal."

Bob Wallace, QuickSoft.

Check Out These Reviews

- **High C™**:
  - Computer Language: February 1986, '87
  - Dr. Dobbs' Journal: August 1986
  - PC Magazine: Jan. 27, 1987 (80386 version)
  - Dr. Dobbs' Journal: July 1987 (80386 version)
  - BYTE Magazine: November 1987 (80386 version)

- **Professional Pascal™**:
  - PC Magazine: Dec. 29, 1985
  - Computer Language: May 1986
  - PC Tech Journal: July 1986
  - BYTE Magazine: Dec. '86, June '87 (80386 version)

Why MetaWare compilers

- They are specifically designed for serious software developers.
- They are reliable and robust: they don't break at every turn.
- Their generated code is the best, or near best, on each architecture.
- Their superior diagnostic messages help you produce better products more quickly.
- Your source can be ported with ease to the most popular systems.
- You can link mixed-language modules from our compilers, others
- You can benefit from high-level, personal technical support.
- You can take advantage of the latest ANSI C extensions, and/or extensive Pascal extensions. Higher C has been tracking the ANSI Standard for two years; Professional Pascal will soon have a VS Pascal compatibility switch and several Apollo Pascal extns.
- You can take advantage of the latest 387 and Weitek 1167 support — we have the only compilers with Weitek real mode support.

Power Tools for Power Users

Ashton-Tate: dBase III Plus, MultiMate; Autodesk: AUTOCAD, AUTOSKETCH (8087, 387, Weitek); Boeing Computer Services (Sun); CASE Technology (Sun); CAD/CAM giant Daisy (86, 386, VAX); Deloitte Haskins & Sells; Digital Research: FlexOS; GE: IBM: 4.3/RT, 4680 OS; Lifetree Software (Pascal); Volkswriter Deluxe, GEM-Write; Lugaru: Epsilon; NYU: Ada-Ed cmpllr; Semantec: Q&A; Sky Computers; ... (Product names are trademarks of the companies indicated.)

Industrial-Strength

MetaWare C and Pascal compilers are designed for professional software developers. These tools are loaded with options to control them for special purposes. You can adjust the space-time trade-off in code quality. You can adjust external naming conventions to agree with linkers and operating systems. You can specify segment names for segmented architectures, and to help place code or data in particular places for embedded applications. You can select from five memory models for the 8086 family. And on and on.

A Partial List of Optimizations

Common subexpression and dead-code elimination, retention and reuse of register contents, jump-instruction size minimization, tail merging (cross jumping), constant folding, short-circuit evaluation of Boolean expressions, strength reductions, fast procedure calls, automatic mapping of variables to registers (where advantageous), ...

"Platform" — Code Quality

Sun, Apollo, SGI — 18%, 3%, 26% > resident compiler (Dhrystone).

PC: DOS, OS/2 — 3-10% > Microsoft C; 30% > MS Pascal, LatticeC.

386 serial DOS — no competitors, since November, 1986.

286, 386 UNIX — 66% better than pcc (Dhrystone, 386).

VAX VMS — DEC's excellent C and Pascal; better features.

VAX Ultrix — 19% > pcc (Dhrystone); much > Berkeley Pascal.

RT PC/AT/386 — 89% > the original port of pcc (Dhrystone).

40 CMS, UNIX — much better than any C, and VS Pascal.

AMD 29000 — >40,000 Dhrystones! Available in Q2, cross.


The Clear Choice for Large Programming Projects — PC Tech J.

© 1987 MetaWare Incorporated. MetaWare, High C, Professional Pascal, and DOS Helper are trademarks of MetaWare Incorporated. Others and their owners are duly respected.
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MS/J LISTINGS ON DISK
All the computer listings printed in Micro/Systems are available on MS-DOS floppy disk. Programs from each issue are available for $14.95 each. For more information, contact:
Tim Trickett
M&T Books
501 Galveston Drive
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 366-3600, ext. 221

PC/XT Clock No-Slot Modules, & PCjr Clock Cartridge. INTEGRITY TECHNOLOGY, 105 Serra, #230, Milpitas, CA 95035.

FOR SALE: CompuPro 816/C system with 286 CPU and 1 MB memory, 16 ports, 20WB cartridges, 5 Wyse terminals, lots of software. Best offer. (312) 369-2900.

OPT-Tech SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge utility. Run as a DOS command or CALL as a subroutine from 40 programming languages. Unlimited filesize, multiple key fields, record selection and much more! Call or write for more info. $149. Opt-Tech, P.O. Box 678, Zephyr Cove, NV 89448; (702) 588-3737.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
• The Teletek X-Bandit was specifically designed to utilize the advanced features of the Lotus/Intel/Microsoft EMS 4.0 Specification. It is available in both 8 and 16 bit versions for use in the IBM XT, AT, and compatibles.

MEMORY
• Segmented Memory Mapping allows the user to fill out unused memory segments between 640K and 1 Megabyte.
• Split Memory Addressing allows the user to fill out conventional memory to 640K.
• Extended Memory Addressing is available for the PC/AT version.
• 2 MB capacity in a single slot. Up to 8 MB per system.
• Parity checking.

SOFTWARE
• Easy menu-driven auto configuration software.
• Device driver includes print spooler and RAM drive.
• Supports multitasking with the appropriate shell-resident software package.

SPEED
• 6/8/10/12 MHz speed with 0 wait states. 16 MHz speed with 1 wait state.

WARRANTY
• One year parts and labor.
Some Of The Most Famous Faces
In Software Use Our C Functions

Our famous customers are a little camera shy. It's not that they are embarrassed by being Essential C Utility Library users. They just don't want us shouting their names from the rooftops.

The prestige of our users is not the primary reason to buy the Essential C Utility Library. The increased speed, features, and size efficiency of our products are the factors that demand their use. Our library contains over 400 functions, all designed with elegance in mind.

However, should curiosity get the best of you, call us at 201-762-6965 and we'll drop a few highly impressive names on you.

Functions At A Glance

- Fastest screen output available
- Save/Restore color screens in 1/10 sec.
- Pop-up block cursor menus
- Save/Restore windows to disk or memory
- 50 functions for business graphics
- dozens of string formats
- time and date arithmetic
- julian and day-of-week
- Ctrl-Break key trapping
- Field oriented data entry
- Stuff keyboard buffer
- 18 Mouse control functions
- Execute programs and batch files
- Disk error trapping
- Determine space available
- 40 functions to process characters and words
- Insert, delete, extract, index, translate
- Tested, easy-to-follow examples
- Demo programs with source code
- All source code included

Documentation:
Thorough, comprehensive, 260 pages

Compatible C Compilers:
Microsoft, Lattice, Computer Innovations, Azec, Mark Williams, DeSmet, and Wizard

Do Your Homework

The library you buy can influence the rest of your programming life. We encourage you to do some checking before making a decision. When you've done your homework, you'll choose Essential. Call our support staff of experienced C programmers and find out before you buy how things will be after your check clears.

To order or for support
call: 201-762-6965

For foreign orders contact:
England: Gray Matter Tel. (0364) 53499
Japan: Lifeboat Inc. of Japan Tel: 293 4711
West Germany: Omnitet Tel. 07623-61820

Essential Software, Inc.
PO. Box 1003, Maplewood, New Jersey 07040